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1. GENERAL
This report summarizes the effort in developing the following indicators:
• Event Ti mer
• Secondary Di sp lay
• 4 Digit Display (Metabolic)
The electrical design of the latter two displays are very similar and therefore comments
made will pertain to both, and their major differences will be outlined in the description.
The mechanical design, vibration analysis, and thermal analysis of all these units are
identical. Therefore, these descriptions will pertain to all three (3) units. All problems
incurred during the program are discussed along with the recommendations, conclusions
and actions taken to rectify the situations.
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2. TECH NICAL DESCRIPTION EVENT TIMER
2. 1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The Event Timer was designed according to the specifications provided by NASA/MSFC to
perform the following functions:
a) Count backwards at a 1 count/second rate from any preset number of 0000-9959.
b) Slew to any number from 0000-9959 at a 2 pps rate for each digi t.
c) Capability to stop counting or start counting by switch command.
d) To resume counting 1 second after the start swi tch has been thrown.
e) The capabi lity of illuminating each diode in the LED's to assure that each
diode is functional (lamp test).
f) When the devi ce reaches the number 0000, an SCR turns on wi th the capabi Ii ty
to sink 250 ma and will do so until the load is removed.
The above functions are implemented as discussed in the general technical description below.
References to schematics that are found at the end of this section are made.
2.2 A l-A4 COUNTER CARDS
Since all four cards are basically the same, only the A 1 card is discussed here~ (Refer to
Schematic C543020311.)
Flip flops U2 and U5 make up a conventional down BCD counter. The-counter is of the
synchronous type. Since this counter is BCD, the unwanted binary numbers ·10 to 15 must









and resetting the counter to "0" when these states are present.
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This is easily implemented by the equation:
AB + AC = reset
The.output of U6 (5) is the reset signal. Additionally, when counting backwards the counter
must go from 0---9. If the counter was allowed to go naturally from 0 to 15, the counter
would reset to "0" because of the unwanted "15" state, as mentioned above. To accomplish
the 0---9 transition, the "0" condition is detected by U3 (10). This output is used to set
the JK input of U2 (7, 10) to a "0" and to set the JK input of U5 (3, 14) to a "1" so that
on the next transition the number appearing is 1001 or "9". Additionally, this "0" condi-
tion U3 (10) is also gated with the input clock to be used as a carry for the next card; El0.
E22 also generates the "0" condition for the counter card that is used in conjunction with
the other counter cards to generate the all D's condition, i.e., the condition,)n which the
display reads 0000.
The Q outputs of U8 and U5 are fed through inverters Ul to the BCD inputs of the Hewlett-
Packard LED's.
In the start mode, a "1" appears at E16 and a "0" at E13; this allows 1 ppsto be fed to the
counters. This pulse appears on the clock input E15 and E14.
In the stop (slew mode), a "0" appears at E16 whi ch stops any carry pulses from coming
through. Also when the sl ew command E8 is low, 2 pps is fed to each counter that is to
be sle.ved so that any number can be preset.
2.3 LAMP TEST
The input E20, lamp test, allows a high frequency 1024 Hz to be gated into each counter.
This rapid frequency makes all the diodes of the LED light up since it is going through all
the numbers rapidly.
4
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2.4 OSCILLATOR, COUNTDOWN AND CONTROL LOGIC
2.4. 1 . Oscilla'tor (Cards A5, A6, and A7)
The oscillator Y1 is a McCoy Crystal Oscillator operating at the nominal frequency of
1.048576 MHz. This frequency was chosen because 1048576 is equa', to 220 ..a·nd.,i~ easi Iy. .
divided to give 1 and 2 pps needed to run the clock. U1 and U2 of A7 and U1-U8 of A6
. h 220 d· ·dcompnse t e IVI er.
The output of U1 (9) is a 1 pps square wave, while the output of the previous flip flop,. U1
(12) is a 2 pps signal. The former signal is used as the input frequency to the clock while
the latter is used for slewing.
2.4.2 A5 Control Card
The logi~ composed of U3 (12) and U4 make up a one shot that generates an approximately
1 us pulse whenever U3 (1) sees a 1---0 transition. This circuit therefore shapes the clock
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In shaping the pulse thusly, a great amount of noise immunity is attainable, since the counter
card that the clock pulse is feeding is effectively enabled for only l~s and not for a full
second.
The 2 pps or 1 pps is selected as the input to the one shot depending on whether the unit
is in stop or start mode. In IIstop ll, the 2 pps is available at the output of the one shot,
whi Ie in the start mode 1 pps is available.
Additionally, 1024 pps are gated into th'e one shot whenever the II test ll line is enabled.
This allows 1024 pps to enter the clock and all diodes on the LED are lit.
2.4.3 One Second Start Delay (A5 Card)
When going from liS top II to "start ", it is necessary that the next pulse appear 1 second after
the "start " switch is thrown; otherwise, as much as 1 second of time can be lost. The logi c
sequence when going from IIstop ll to IIstart ll is as follows:
Assume initially that the unit is in the stop mode, i.e., E5 is "1 11 and E6 110 11 • The switch
is now thrown to start so that E5 is 110 II and E6 111 11 • U5 (13)ls transition to a 110 II clocks
the JK flip flop's input U3 (5). The outputs of U3 change from the reset condition to U3 (9)
= 111 11 and U3 (8) 110". This sets latch U7 (3) to 111 11 and U7 (14) to 110 11 • The output of
U7 (3) is fed to inverters which resets the whole divide down chain of A6. This output
also enables counter U8 to be clocked by the 65536 Hz pulse coming from A7 (E17). Three
of these pulses are counted to insure that all the count down flip flops have reset. Once
these pulses are counted, U3 resets whi ch enables the count down chain and also latches
U6 (14), the IIstart ll line to a 111 11 • Resetting the count down chain results in a 1 second
delay.
2.4.4 A8 Card
The A8 card consists of 7 transistor buffers which respond to a signal of 16 volts or greater.
Capacitive filtering is used at the inputs to eliminate the possibi lity of noise actuation.
6
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The A8 card also contains an SCR CR1 which is turned on whenever the display reads 110000 11
providing a load of approximately 1000 ohms is connected 0
2.4.5 Power Supply
In order to attain low power consumption, an efficient 28/5 VDC power supply is used.
The compl~te schematic is shown in C543020311 (A9 card). Additionally; low power flat-
pa~ks were used thraJghout the design to minimize the overall power.
2.4.5.1 General
The power supply, shown in Figure 1, consists of three major sections:
• Switching pre-regulator
• DC/DC Inverter
• Reference and Error Amplitude
These sections are connected in a loop to provide a regulated 5 volt output from the unregulated
28 volt input.
In operation, the error amplifier senses the output voltage, compares this voltage against a
reference and gates the unregulated input voltage. The result is a 'pre-regulated DC voltage
(referenced to the 5 volt output) being applied to a DC/DC inverter. By means of a step-
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2.4.5.2 Switching Pre-regulator
The pre-regulator consists primarily of a power switch (Q1) and driver (Q2) followed by an
LC filter (L2, C6). To follow the operation of the switching regulator, assume Ql is con-
ducting and further that this voltage is inverted in the square wave inverter (Q4, Q5) and
transformed to 6 volts by means of Tl where it is rectified (CR5, CR6) and filtered (C3, C7).
By means of R9, the base of Q3 (B) senses the output voltage and depending upon whether
this voltage is above or below the voltage of Q3 (A) base (clamped by VR1, R4, R5, R6),
the power switch Ql is gated OFF or ON. This regulation loop is made to switch on and
off at the same rate as the inverter frequency by impressing a triangular wave upon the refer-
ence voltage. Typical wave forms are shown in Figure 2. It will be noted that as the input
voltage is increased, the average voltage provided at T1 primary is constant or regulated.
2 .4.5 •3 Inverter
The inverter is of the saturable transformer type in which either Q4 or Q5 conducts for a
half cycle. The frequency of this inversion is dependent upon transformer parameters which
are relatively constant from transformer to transformer and the applied voltage. Since the
applied voltage is regulated, the frequency is fixed from unit to unit at approximately 50
KHz. R13 assures starting of the inverter and once started, the inverter is free running. As
can be seen in (D) in Figure 2, the ripple content is found to be a small valley at twice
the inverter frequency si nce full wave recti fi cation (CR5, CR6) produces a dc output of con-
tinuous amplitude with very narrow drop-outs occurring at the inverter transition periods.
The filter (L3, C7) can then be made small since the ripple components are small.
2.4.3 Transient and EMI Protection
In addition to the normal power supply components, L1C 1 andFL 1 thru FL4 have been provided
to suppress any interference which may exist due to switching. The power supply card is
housed ina separate secti on into wh ich access is made by means of RF I fil ters. II C 1 pro-
vides the additional function of transient filter. This filter is designed to smooth out the










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TYPICAL SWITCHI NG WAVEFORMS
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3. SECONDARY DISPLAY
3. 1 GENERAL OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS
The Secondary Display is designed to respond to a 0 - 5 volt dc analog signal input with
a BCD 4 digit output. A total of 8 scales is displayed, two of which are identical. The
scales are listed below:
COMMAND FUNCTION SECONDARY DISPLAY DIGITAL RANGES
Command Analog Input Digital Parameter
Measurement No. Range ~ange Range
Heart Rate 1 o to 5 vdc 0040 to 0200 40 to 200 beats/min
Body Temperature 2 o to 5 vdc 0950 to 1050 95.0 to 105.0°F
Systolic Pressure 3 o to 5 vdc 0050 to 0250 50 to 250 mmHg
Diastolic Pressure 4 o to 5 vdc 0040 to 0140 40 to 140 mmHg
MA 02 Comsumed 5 o to 5 vdc 0000 to 4000 0.000 to 4.000 liters/min
MA C02 Produced 6 o to 5 vdc 0000 to 4000 0.000 to 4.000 liters/min
MA Vol/Min 7 o to 5 vdc 0000 to 0150 o to 150 liters/min
MA Vital Capacity 8 o to 5 vdc 0000 to 7000 0.000 to 7.000 Iiters/mi n
,
Scale changes are performed digitally.
3.2 ANALOG/DIGITAL CONVERSION TECHNIQUE (Refer to Schematic C54302031O)
The technique used in converting the analog input voltage 0 to 5 volts into digital BCD form
is the well known up/down ramp method. In this method, the input signal is integrated up for
a predetermined time after which the signal is integrated down by a reference voltage till
o crossover. The time required for this down integration is proportional 'to the'input voltage
appli ed. The poi nt at which the up integration of the signal commences and where the down
integration starts determines the scale that is used. Scale changing is therefore only a matter
19
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of changing these initial points of integration. During the up and down integration, an
approximate 40 KHz clock pulse enters 4 BCD decade counters. The counter is programmed
to reset at the number 1100 so that numbers from 0000 to 1099 can be displayed.






The heart of the AID converter is composed of the A4 and AS cards. On the A4 card, one
will find two unijunction oscillators composed of Ql, Q3 (oscillator A) and Q5, Q4
(oscillator B) respectively. The former1s rate is approximately 1 pulse every 2 - 2.25 seconds..
This pulse is used to reset the flip flop logic U2 and U4 of the A4 card before an update.
The latter oscillator oscillates at approximatel y 40 KHz and is used as the clocking fre-
quency. The sequence of an update is described below. Assume that the display is sitting
at some arbi trary number.
a. First an update clock pulse is fed to reset U2 and U4 from the "A II oscillator. When
the flip flops reset, 40KHz clock pulses are sent out to the counter cards A1 and
A2 from A4 (E16).
b. Now that clock pulses are entering counters A1 and A2, the counters are accumuloting
at a 40K Hz rate.
20
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c. With the initiating reset pulse the logic is such that the J input of U4 (14) is high
so that a transition of the flipflop is made if the CP input U4 (1) is clocked.
U4(l) is connected to the all "O"s. The initiating reset pulse also places A4
(E7) High and A4 (E 1) Low. Whenever A4 (E7) is High/the A5 ana log card goes
into a zeroing mode. This means that the integratorU3 is slewed around zero
with 0 crossover determined by the comparator US. When A4(E 1) is Loy'/ it turns
the ±12 and ±6 reference signa Is on.
Turning on these voltages during the update time saves power.
d. When the display passes through all O's point (refer to A 6n Figure 3), the O's
signal clocks U4 (1). This enables U2 (1) to be clocked. U2 (1) is clocked when
signal integration is required,(Point B) Figure 3, 0890 for scale No.1.
e. The output E7 and E4 of A4 both go Low. This effectively disconnects the ± ref
signal on A5 by saturating Q2 and Q3 of A5 and applies the analog input signal
to the integrator U3 by cutting Q 1 off. Integrator U3 proceeds to integrate the
signal up until the down (-) integration signal appears at A4 Ell. For Scale 1,
this number is 0040 point C. When this occurs,A4 (E7, E4) return to a "1" and
the negative reference only is allowed to be integrated. Since the negative ref-
erence is coristan~ the rate of integration remains the same irrespective of input
signal. The integrator continues to integrate the negative reference until 0 cross-
over is reached at which time U4 (5) on the A4 card receives a pulse which performs
two (2) functions. It inhibits the clock pulse from passing through A4 U3 (13) and
places A4 (E) at "1" shutting off the ±12, ±6V power supply. The display now
shows a number proportioned to the input voltage for the scale selected •.. The
unit remains inactive until another reset pulse occurs about 2 seconds later. The
conversion time takes about 40-S0 ms and since the ±12, ±6 volts supplies are
. off for most of the time/an apparent power saving is obviqusly made.
21
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3,2. 1 Descri ption of the A5 Card
The A5 card is co~posed of the analog circuitry. The input signal is applied between ElO
and Ell. U1 acts as a unity gain buffer so that greater than 1 meg input impedance is
achieved on the low side. U2 operates as a differential unit gain amplifier. The output
of U2 is therefore equal to the input at ElO, Ell. The high side input impedance is approx-
imately equal to 140K while the lowside input has an input impedance much greater than
1 meg when the amplifiers are turned on.
U3 is a differential Ope amp. operating as an integrator. The input signal, + ref and - ref,
appl ication is controlled by the analog switches 01, 03 and 02 respectively. The out-
put of U3 is fed to another unity gain voltage follower U4 whose input voltage is limited
to ±.6 volts by CR3, CR4. They function to limit the voltage excursion at the input to the
comparator U5 which is operating as a 0 crossover detector.
3.2.2 Description of the A3 Card
As discussed earlier, scale changing is done digitally. To accomplish this, the point where
(+) integration is made and (-) integration is performed must be controlled.
ElO and Ell of A3 supplies these pulses to the flip flop sequencer U2, U4 of A4. Depend-
ing on which scale is commanded, proper pulses appear at different points. The waveform
. for all eight scales are shown in Figure 4. Note that Scale 5, 6 and 8 have a fixed 0 as
the LSD. Clock pulses enter the 2nd LSD digit. In this condition, the last three decade
counters count up to their natural maximum of 999. This was so designed because at 40KC
rate it would take about 1/2 second for an update if all 4 digits were used.
3.'2.3 Description of the A6 Card
The A6 card contains 8 transistors buffers which converts the 28 volts command signals into
compatible TTL logic levels. Only seven of these buffers, 02-08 are command signal in-
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this buffer is activated, the update oscillator on theA4 card is disabled through Q2 on that card.
that card. This effectively puts U2 and U4 of A4 in a constant reset mode. 40KHz clock
pulses are thus fed continuously to the counter cards A1 and A2. The lamp test buffer also
controls logic on the A 1 and A2 cards so that the 40KHz clock pulses enter the LSD and
the 2nd least significant digit. All the counters are cycling through the numbers at a high
rate and the display appears as if all diodes are lit.
Additionall~whenever scale 5, 6 or 8 is enabled,the LSD digit is reset to 0 and the 40KHz
clock pulses enter the second LSD digit.
The A6-Al card rides piggy back with the A6 card. Its function is to excite the appropri-
ate decimal points on the display whenever the 2nd, 5th 6th or 8th scale is enabled.
3.2.4 A1 and A2 Card
The A1 and A2 card compose the counter cards. U5 and U8 of both cards are decade
counters. The output of the decade counters are fed to inverters which feed the logic in-
put of the LED~o The peripheral logic performs the number decode function. As an example,
scale 1 requires 0980 as a starting point for integration. The "9" is obtained from A2 (E4)
and the "8" from Al (E24). These numbers are Anded in the A3 card and fed to the flip
flop sequencer of A4.
The A 1 and A2 cards count up to 1099 maximum for scale 1, 2, 3, 4, 7. This is accom-
plished by resetting U5 and U8 of A2 whenever the number 1100 appears. For scales 5,
6 and 8,the first counter U5 of A 1 is reset and clock pulses are gated into the input of U8
(14). The last three decades AI, U8, A2 (U5 and U8) count up to their natural limit
(999); the reset logic is disabled.
3.2.5 Power Suppl y
The 5 volt power supply section is essentially identical to the event timer power supply.
Refer to Figure 1 •
24
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Additionally, two (2) extra windings are present for T1. These windings are center tapped
and the voltage is full wave rectified by CR7, CR8 and CR9, and CR10 respectively giving
about±16V of unregulated dc. E18 delivers approximately +12 volts of unregulated dc to
the update (A) osci lIator of A4.
The unregulated ±16 volts are passed through regulators U1 and U2, the outputs of which
-deliver ±12 volts regulated with about 10 mv ripple. The ±6 volt ref signals are Zenered
from the above ±12 volt regulated supplies. The ±12 volts are turned on by applying a low
to E3 and off by applying a high to E3. This signal in the display is derived from A4 (E 1).
Since the ±12 volts are turned off the ±6 volt references are also turned off. RFI feed through
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4. FOUR-DIGIT DISPLAY
4. 1 OPERATIONAL REQUIREME NTS
The 4 digit display responds to a 0-10 volt analog input signal and displays the voltage as
BCD 4 digit information. The operation is therefore equivalent to a 0-10 volt DVM. The
operation of this unit is completely analogous to the "secondary display." In this case
only one scale is available for display, that is 0000-9999. Because of the great similar-
ity between the 4 digit display and "secondary display" the differences will only be out-
lined.
4. 1. 1 Differences Between Secondary and Four Digit Display (Refer to Schematic C543020341)
All the circuitry, that is, Al, A2, A4, A5, A7 is similar. The A6 card is eliminated since
scale selection is not required. The A3 card is completely changed and its description
follows:
4. 1.2 A3 Card Description
a. A 400 KHz oscillator made up of Q2, Ll, C4, C5 C7. This oscillator is a typical
Ha rt ley Osc i lIator•
Q3 is an emitter follower which feeds inverter U1 (7). A 400 KC clock pulse
is necessary because the indicator has to display a reading of about 10 times the
magnitude of the "secondary display". If the 40 KC osci Ilator of the secondary
display were used, an update would take .5 - 1 second which is prohibitive.
b. Q 1 provides a 28/5 volt buffer for the lamp test signal.
c. U2 provides 1 bit of fifth decade information so that the unit can reset at the
number 11000. In the case of the SD, the display was reset at 1100. In this case
however, the display is reset at the number 11000 with flip flop U2 performing
the function of the dummy fifth number. The waveform of the integration for
this display is shown in Figure 5.
37








Here again the A4 logic sequencer looks for the all O·s condition (A)/then for
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5. ERROR ANALYSIS (SECONDARY DISPLAY)
The sources of error are basically confined to the analog board A5. These sources are list-
ed as follows:
a. Scaling resistors
b. Static amplifier voltage offset
c. Static current offsets
d. Static ana log switch offsets
e. Voltage offsets due to temperature variation
f. Current offsets due to temperature variation
g. Analog switch offset due to temperature variation
h. Ref voltage variations due to temperature
i. Zeroing error
The effect of voltage and current offset can best be seen from the general differential
amplifier configuration. Here an ideal amplifier is used in conjunction with a voltage





is soley a function of Rf.






Thi s means that Vout/ I
os
It will be assumed that all static voltage current offset errors have been trimmed out using
R18 as a trim. Also, the scaling resistorchanging with temperature will be ignored since it
is assumed that these resistors track each other.
49




Vout due to Vos is easily derived to be:
Vout/V = (1 + ~) Vosos R
s
Vout dl,le to 'os can be found simi lari Iy to be :
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5. 1 VOLTAGE OFFSET DUE TO TEMPERATURE
Listed below are the temperature coefficients of the operationa I amplifiers:
LM102:
Vos = 6~v/oC
los = 30na 4na lOna
at -20°C at60°C at 25°C
LM107:
Vos = 15)-lv/oC
Offset error due to U1 (LM102):





Ii (from Rm. Temp)
-45°C
+35°C
-45 X 6 = -270~v
+35 X 6 = 2 lO)-lv
In parts per thousand (ppk) of full scale (5 volts) = 0527 X 10 -3 = 0.054 ppk (max) (A)
Temp.
=





In parts per thousand of full scale. O. 1X~0 =0.02 k ( )pp max
5.2 OFFSET ERROR DUE TO U2 (LM 107)
R4





IiVout (from Rm. Temp)
-62 X 15 X 10 X (-45) = -1350J./v =...Q.27ppk (max) (C)
2 X 15 X 10-6 X (35) = 1050~v
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-70 X 10 X 0.2 X 10 X 45 = -630~v = -0. 13ppk (max) (D)
70 X 103 X 0.2 X 10-9 X 35 = 490~v
5.3 DRIFT IN THE INTEGRATOR DUE TO OFFSET




Integrator drift current due to Vos =~os
Integrator drift current due to bias current = los
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Drift current due to VOS
_ 151-lv /
Idrift-~ °e
Temp. Idrift from Room Temp
-45 X 1 = -45na
+35 X 1 =35na
The full scale rate of integration is 300v/sec.







= .33 x 10-6
-3
= -27 X 10 v/sec
In parts per thousand this is
27 X 10-3
300 =0.09 ppk (max) (E)




.33 X 10 =.135 V/second ~0.45 ppk (F)
Analog switch offset errors; error due to the change in the saturation voltage of Q 1, Q2
and Q3 with tem~rature are taken into account here:
For Q 1, Q2 (2 N2432) I:::. Voffset ~ l~v/oe
For Q3 (2 N29449) I:::.Voffset ~ l~v /oe
During the up integration Q1 is off and Q2 and Q3 are on. Since the offset voltages
across Q3 and Q2 are opposite in sign, the offsets will essentially cancel each other.
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During the down integration Q 1 and Q2 are both on while Q3 is off•.
For Q 1 and Q2 AVoffset = +35J.1v at 60°C
= -151-/v at -20°C






U4 Buffer (LM 102)
U5 (Comparator)
.0005%/OC = 30l-/v1°c
+35°C, AVz = Imv = • 16ppk
-15°C, AVz = 1.4mV - .23ppk (max)
Zeroing Error
(G)
Variations with temperature in the characteristics of these devices wi" not affect accuracy
due to the zeroing process. Conversions wi" be referenced to the comparator trigger
level at the time the conversion takes place.
Shown above is blown up exaggerated view of the zeroing waveform at the output of the
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integrator. The source of this zeroing error is:
1. Comparator response time 20ns
2. Gate delay 33ns·
3. Switch storage time- 250ns
4. Switching time (differential) lOOns
5. Total time from A to B 400ns
6. Total time from B to C 400ns
The time for 1 cycle 1.6 J.ls
Therefore - f (zeroing) = 600KHz
-9Maximum zeroing voltage V max =300 X 400 X 10 =. 12 mv
Scales 2 and 4 have the lowest full scale excursion of the integrating signal. This
voltage is about 0.8 volts.
The effect therefore of the zeroing error is maximum on this sca Ie and is given by
• 12 ~~0-3 = •15 ppk (H)
All the errors found above will be RSS 'd to give an overall accuracy.
A. Voltage offsets U1
B. Current offsets U1
C. Voltage offsets U2
D. Current offsets U2
E. Current offsets U3
F. Vo Ita ge offsets U3
Ana log switch offsets
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:z:;: .374
.61 ppk = .061% of full scale
With an accuracy requirement for the secondary display of 004% of full scale, the
indicator is well within specification.
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6. ERROR (FOUR-DIGIT DISPLAY)
The error analysis for the 4 digit display is basically the same as that of the secondary dis-
play. With an accuracy requirement of 0.2 percent of full scale, the indicator is well
within specification.
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7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
The secondary display as well as the metabolic display exhibited exceptional accuracy during
pre ATP tests. The units were run from 0-140°F and reading variations of less than 0.1
percent were typical over this temperature range.
A problem that frequently occurs with a high input impedance differential input is common
mode voltages. These voltages occur because the ground of the signal source is different
than the power ground of the display. This usually results in 60 Hz (or whatever line fre-
quency the supplies are run from) signal between the grounds. The signal essentially acts
as a common mode voltage on the differential input. As long as this voltage remains below
the ±12v/amp supplies, the common mode voltage wi II be ignored by the amplifier.
Once the common mode voltage together with the input signal exceeds 11-12 volts the op
amp will saturate and accuracy wi II be lost. The solution to this problem is to tie the low
analog signal input back to the display power groul/1d. This is eventually done in the
system anyway.
It was noted that some lM102 Ul (on A5 board), tended to oscillate whenever the input was
tied to ground through a low impedance source. This of course affected accuracy. National
Semiconductor (the manufacturer) confirmed this possibility and suggested that a larger than
2K resistor be put in series with the signal (R24). This eliminated the oscillation problem.
The accuracy was not affected since the input impedance is greater than 100 megohms.
This 5K resistor also serves as a current limiter to any transients or accidental voltages placed
on the low input.
It was noted during the program that the input to the LM 102 was overstressed due to excessive
current input. National Semiconductor states that this input pin (2) can take in excess of
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400 rna before the conductor run in the chiprnetalizes. With 5K input resistance, this kind
of current would require voltages that are not normally available. (Refer to reliability
fa i1ure ana lysis report in Appendix D.)
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APPENDIX A
MECHANICAL ASPECTS
THE SINGER COMPANY. KEARFOTT DIVISION
PHOTOGRAPHS OF SKYLAB DISPLAYS
The following photos depict various views of the Event Timer. The Secondary Display and
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THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA
A-8
SKYLAS 1/;0 DEG F VACUUt'1 ~':Inl'THE:Ri";AL CLIPS&f\O CArW HEAT SINI<S
2.600 ',.'1\11 LED 182.0 DEG F
• 129 ~''{\TT DRIVER CAf\DS 180.·7 DEG F
0129 ',' ATT DRIVER CARDS 18~i. 8 DEG F
0189 \·ATT T 1I'1Ef< CAkDS 185.9 nEC; F
• 1 3~1 ~·.I\TT OSC+DISCRE.TES CARDS 185.6 DE(~ F'
• 9 2(-~ \·.{\TT PO\·:Ei< SUPPLY CARDS 191 .5 LEG F







. • I t.J
1 1(1) 'U 1) NODE/NODE en> on>
1 .18203809 E+03 • 1030000(1 E+02 1 ?- .26000000 E+O 1
2 .1B051431 E+03 • 1262UOOO ~+03 2 3
3 .17842954 E+03 .47800000 [+02 2 4
4 .t77716~O £::+03 .12620000 [+03 2 5
5 .178"2954 E.+03 .47800000 [+02 2 6
6 .17778354 E+03 .16150000 [+03 4 8
7 • 1(,"/ 6 ~ 2 1.5 E+03 .181~000O [+03 6 7
8 .16512931 E+03 .12880000 [+03 6 16
1 1 .12880000 ~+03 4 1 .II
12 017757271 [+03 .35800000 E+02 12 16
13 01778100B E+03 .37200000 E+02 3 13
14 .17697378 E+03 .3720000Cl E+02 5 1 5
15 0177151008 E+03 .25910000 E+04 14 94
16 .17761960 E+03 .37420000 E+04 13 93
n .37420000 E+04 15 9~
18 .74800000 l+02 12 13
19 .35800000 E+02 12 1 ,~
20 .74500000 E+02 12 15
21 .22740000 E+03 14 24
22 .18071444 E+03 .36290000 E+03 12 22 .12900000 E+OO
23 .17467372 E+03 .32840000 E+03 13 23
24 .17301297 E+03 • '328 40000 E+03 15 25
25 .17467372 E+03 .98460000 t. + 03 24 9Lj
26 .14220000 E+04 23 93
27 • 1.1~220000 £::+04 25 95
28 .97200000 E+04 22 23
29 .46480000 E+04 22 24
30 .97200000 E+04 22 25
31 .24250000 E+03 24 3.14
32 .183753~9 E+03 .72200COO E+03 22 32 .12900000 [+00
33 .16765132 [+03 .35030000 [+04- 23 33
3LJ • 17 0660f,0 E+03. .35030000 E+04 25 35
35 .1676:'132 E+03 .98.1160000 E.+03 3Ll 94
36 .14220000 E+04 33 93
3~/
.14220000 £::+OLi 35 9~
38 .97.200000 E+04 32 33
39 .46480000 E+04 32 3.11
40 .97200000 1::+04 32 3~
41 • 24~:50(l00 E.+03 34 44
42 .18591407 E+03 • 7~~200000 E+03 32 42 .18900000 E+OO
1;3 ol6613654 E+03 .35030COO E+04 33 _ 43
LJ/{ .1(),)~~2()18 E+03 .35030C'00 E+OLj 35 45
45 016613654 E+03 .98/;(,0000 1:.+03 44 94
46 • 1~?20000 [+0/1 43 93
4-' .14220000 F. +0 L; 45 95
48 .97200000 E+OL; 42 43
. 49
.464bOOOG L+04 42 44
50 .97200UOO [+O~ 42 LI~
51 • ?62.'.OOOO [+03 4Ll 5~
.52 .lh5776'/4 E+03 • lOR 18000 io-+ OLl Ll2 52 • 133000()() 1:.+00
53 .16£:04059 E+03 .3067CIOUO £::+0.3 43 ~3
54 .16b L,093<.;; r.+03 .306700(10 r.+03 45 55
55· • 1 (d,0-',059 E+03 .65(,LlOOOO r.+03 54 9Ll
56 .94[;10000 1:..+03 53 93
57 .9 L{810000 E+C3 5:' 9:'
A-ll
~8 • 6"'J8 0 0 0 :i 0 E:t04 ~2 53
59 ,31 050e!' 0 t:+04 52 ~4
60 .64BOOO(f) E-t:0/l 52 55
61 • 28230f ".:1 E+03 5.4 64
62 019152133 E+03 .144131 C,; 1::+04 52 62 .92800000 [+00
63 .1659S(J50 E+03 • 4078 0: ,:~_, E+03 63' 53
64 .1678L./~07 E+03 • 40",80C c~;(; E+03 55 65
65 .16595050 E+03 • 49 2 30 l. (. 0 [+03 64 94
66 .71110( DO [+03 63 93
67 .71110(:)0 E+03 65 95
68 .64800(00 E+04 62 63
69 .31050000 E+OL; 62 64
70 .64800000 E+O-4 62 65
7 1 .24250000 E+03 64 .7LI
72 .16747~18 E+03 .7220000D E+03 62 , 72 .50000000 [-02
73 .16559636 E+03 .35030000 ,[+04 63 73
74 01675146Li E+03 .35030000 t. + 0 4 65 75
75 .16559636 E+03 .16410000 E+05 74 94
76 .85330000 E+03 73 93
77 .85330000 E+03 75 95 ~
78 • 12L120000 r_+03 75 85
79 • 12420000 E+03 73 . 8,3
80 .35800000 E+02 72 74
81 .84700000 E+02 82 85
82 .16297772 E+03 .84700000 E+02 82 83
83 . .16378466 E+03 .15400000 E+03 82 96
84 .15400000 1::+03 82 94
85 • 16378466 £+03 .14350000 E+03 83 93
86 .14350000 E+03 85 95
87 .62700000 E+02 93 96
88 .62700000 E+02 93 9,q
89 • 10760000 E+03 94 8
90 .62700000 [+02 94 95
91 .22640000 E+03 95 92
92 • 16305837 E+03 .62700.000 E+02 95 . 96
93 .16305563 E+03 .10760000 E+03 96 7
9Ll .16376330 E+03 .41410000 E+03 7 92
95 .16305563 E+03 .41410000 E+03 8 92
96 016282101 E+03 .22640000 E+03 93 92
97
.98840544 E+03 82 100
98 .57012360 E+03 93 100
99
.42684206 E+03 94 100
100 .1-'4000000 E+03 .57012360 t.-+03 95 100
- 1
101
.42784189 E+03 96 100
102
.98820751 E+03 92 100
103
.10770000 E+03 72 73
104
.10770000 1::+03 72 75
A-12
A-13
SKYLAB 140 DEG F VACUUM ~ITHOUT THERMAL CLIPS&NO CARD HEAT SINKS,
2.600 ~"ATT LED 210.0 DEG f·
0129 bATl DRIVEf< CARDS 201.4 DEG F
• 129 bAll Dh1\1E.1< CMWS 197.8 DEG F
• 189 \.... ATT TIMER CAlms 195.3 DEG F
0133 LATT OSC+DISChETES CARDS 1'90.8 DEG F
.928 hAlT PO~,EK SUPPLY CARDS 193.3 DEG F
.005 \\'AIT FOIL IERS 168.0 DEG F
07/23/70
A-14
Sf,YLi:;L~ SE(;. IHSi'UW t/IO DEC~ ~- I/ACUU1!;-THEH,j{\L CLIPS&NO CD SINKS
3.000..l,·Jl LEI)
• 860 \'.t; TTTl:; I ;\,1 G CAIW
.I)LIO I::(\TT Tri·~I;":(~ er;,l)
.190" '::f.\'fl D1 ~CLETE 0:\:':D
.070 '.:!'·.T r 1 ~~\J .:.>uprL Y
1 • 30JL(\~T ~'I/ SlJ??LY
07/31/7C
19LI.O DEG F
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A-16
53 .6/1'2;00000 F.+ 0 II 52 53
59
,
.31050000 [+011 52 54
60 • 61,800000 :::+O/j "52 55
61 .28230000 ~~+03 54 64
62 .20317125 oE+03
·
1Ll / ;13000 E+04 52" ()2 , .13000000 E+01





17616591 E+03 • 110780000 E+03 55 65
'65
·
17357'{;79 E+03 • /19230000 E+03 6LJ 9 II
66
·
71 I 10000 [+03 63 93
67 .71 1 10000 ;::+03 6~ 95
68
·
64800000 f:+Cl4 62 t~3
69 • ~11050000 E+O lj /' ".... 6~1() 1-:'
70 • 6LJROOOOO t:+O I ! / t • 6:;, t.'; C.
7 I .2/.250000 !:~+ 03 (jLi 7L)
72
·
17572205 ~+03 .72200000 E+03 62 72 .~OOOOOOO E-OC~
73 • 17321657 E+03 .3S030000 E+ IJ II 63 "j 3
7·')
·





16410000 t~+05 7LI 91i
76 .85330000 E+03 73 93
77 .853300oJO [-:-03 75 95
7° 121,20000 E+03 75 f;S\..1
·79
·
12 -':20000 E+03 73 63
80 .35800000 E+02 72 7 L~
81 • (;4700000 E+M2 82 f; 5
82
·
16973360 [+03 .8/~7C)OOOO [+02 f;2 33:
83- • 170<3059 (, ~:+03
·
1 5/;OOOr:,fJ E:+!)3 f:2 96





1'135CO,'l(, E+03 83 93
p., ,. 1~350000 E+03 85 95~) ()
·r·' ,-
.6?-700000 £+02 93 96Cl I
?E
·
62700000 E+02 9 ~~ 94 0'
':39
·
10760000 E:+D3 9LJ g
9C
·
627000CO E+O;:-~ 9·q 95
91 • (?~2 6/;0000 E+O.3 95 92
9~;>
·
169? 1"19 ') 'OJ ';:-:-03 .62700(,00 E:+02 95 96
93
·
1 '~9E<):~9 5 :::+03
·
10160000 [+03 9 () 7
9/;
·
1 7n 7"; LJ.:; is E+03 • .lj 1 L! J ooeo £::+03 7 9?
9:;
·
1 69:-:;339:) :~+O3 .-'i1 L,10000 E+03 g 92
96
·
1 ,S9 51 1 i'e; :':+03 .226L"!OOOO E+C3 go, 9?. ,)
9 'i .971979/8 ;:~+O3 ,..., f") IOU0"-
9S
·
5f,061797 E+03 S13 100
99 ./119·F;513 F.+C·3 5' /j 10 c~
10(;
·
1 /~C'J~lC8']i.] ~:+O3 .SC,061 797 I:::+-C:] ~5 100 - 1
1 () 1 • Lj20799~(,; i~·:- G3 96 JOU
102 • <) 7 179 ()(: 5 ~:+OJ 9 ~) 100
.1 to ~i
·
1.0 "'Ioono [+0:3 7'2 7:1
104
·
1(j 'noouo ~=.;. c;:~ 7'? '15
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1. ~EASON FOR TEST. The Event Timer was tested to evaluate its





2. DESCRIPTION OF EVENT TIMER.




2.1 The Event Timer Part No. C708753100 has a four digit display
of minutes and seconds. The display counts backwards toward
zero-zero-zero-zero. The Timer has an internal 1 megahertz (MHz)
clock which it divides down to display time on its light emitting
diode numerical displays. An internal power supply generates
the dc levels from 28 volts direct current (Vdc). The display










2.3 Disposition of Test Sample. Upon completion of tests, a
complete acceptance test was performed and the unit ~h1pped.
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Procedure with Integral Log
Specification for Event Timer
Vibration Criteria for ATM Rack
• F1777G 8170
4.1 Description of Test Apparatus. The tests were made with the
Event Timer connected to its Test Set. During each of the vibration
tests, the unit was energized ·and continuously counting along with
the electronic counter. At the end of each test, the Event Timer
elapsed time count was ~ompared with the Hewlett-Packard counter
reading.
4.2 Test Procedures. Performance criteria were as det~iled in
TPC198261244 Vibration Qualification Test Procedure. The Event
Timer display was compared to the instrument counter display to
determine performance.
4.2.1 Vehicle oxnamics. The Event Timer was subjected to the
following vibrat10n and axes:
Flight Axis (5 to 30 Hz at 3 oct/min)
5 to 13 Hz at 0.29 inches D.A. Disp.
13 to 30 Hz at 2.5 GIS peak
Lateral Axis (5 to 30 Hz at 3 oct/min)
5 to 12 Hz at 0.20 inches D.A. Disp.
12 to 30 Hz at 1.5 GIS peak
4.2.2 Sine Evaluation. (20 to 2000 Hz at 1 oct/min). The ener~ized
unit was subjected to the following levels in each of the three
axes:
20 to 90 Hz at 0.0029 inches D.A. Disp.




4.2. 3 High Level Vibration (1 min/axis).
20 Hz at 0.00046 g2/Hz
20 to 90 Hz at +9 db/oct
90 to 150 Hz at 0.046 g2/Hz
150 to 285 Hz at +9 db/oct
285 to 500 Hz at 0.31 g2/Hz
500 to 2000 Hz at -12 db/oct
2000 Hz at 0.0012 g2/Hz
4.2.4 Low Level Vibration (4 min/axis).
20 Hz at 0.00013 g2/Hz
20 to 90 Hz at +9 db/oct
,
0.012 g2/Hz90 to 150 Hz at
150 to. 285 Hz at +9 db/oct
285 to 500 Hz at 0.077 g2/Hz
500 to 2000 Hz at -12 db/oct
2000 Hz at 0.00028 g2/ Hz
REV -=-
-------
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Composi te = 11. 8 g rms
Composi te = 5. 9 g rms
F1777G 8170




3. High Level Random Vibratioll
4. Low Level Random Vibration
It is notec1 that in all. of the tests., the Event Timer met the
performance criteria referred to in 4.2.
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4.4 Test Data. The test data sheets are attached.
4.5 7est Equipment.
MODEL, TYPE,
rWI1EHCLATURE 11ANUFACTURER OR PART NO. SiN
Vibration Exciter Ling 177A or 1
equivalent
Vibration Fixture Kearfott C056485026 1
Tes t Set, Skylab Kearfott CO 53885027 1
Indicator
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1. SCOPE
This document shall serve as certification that the Secondary Display and Event Timer
meet the design, performance and environmental requirements of Specification 40M
38208 (Secondary Display) and Specification 40M 38207 (Event Timer).
The qualification tests required by the above specifications are tabulated in Section 3 of
this document. In accordance with these specs, satisfaction of these test requirements
are by test performance, similarity to a previously manufactured item, analysis, .inspection;
and/or demonstration of validation of records.
This document cross-indexes the requirements and the method of compliance to the
requirements and also lists the differences between both the Secondary Display and Event
Timer and the item wh ich was previously qualified.
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3. REQUIREMENTS
The following cross-index tabulates the qualification requirements for the Secondary
Display Indicator (Table J) and Event Timer (Table 11), respectively.
Where tests are performed, reference to the acceptable test specification is made in the
index.
Where qualification is by similarity to a previously manufactured item, a reference is
made to the applicable note of this document which substantiates the qualification by
similarity.
Where tests are to be satisfied by inspection, reference is made to the inspection plan.
TABLE I
REQUIREMENTS SECONDARY DISPLAY TEST;\'ERIFICATION CROSS-INDEX
REQUIREMENT TEST COMMENT
SUBJECT PARAGRAPH TYPE PARAGRAPH
Exterior Configuration 3.2.1.1 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Numeric Presentation 3.2.1.2 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Interface 3.2. 1.3 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Terminal Arrangement 3.2. 1.4 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Terminal Strength 3.2.1.5 Q Refer To Note 2 and 3
Weight 3.2.1.6 QandA Refer To Note 2 and 3
Window 3.2.1.7 Q Refer To Note 2
Power Consumption 3.2.1.8 QandA Refer To Note 2
Display Illumination 3.2.1.9 Q Refer To Note 2
Power Input 3.2.1.10 QandA Refer To Note 2
Power Characteristics 3.2.1.11 Q Refer To Note 2
Performance 3.2.1.12 Q and A Refer To Note 2
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REQU IREMENT TEST COMMENT
SUBJECT PARAGRAPH TYPE PARAGRAPH
Input Signa Is 3.2.1.13 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Accuracy 3.2.1.14 QandA Refer To Note 2
Resolution 3.2.1.15 QandA Refer To Note 2
Sealing 3.2.1.16 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Control Signals 3.2.1.17 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Input Impedance 3.2.1.18 Q and A Refer To Note 2
Brightness 3.2.1.19.1 Q Refer To Note 2
Color 3.2.1.19.2 Q . Refer To Note 2
Readab iii ty 3.2.1.19.3 Q Refer To Note 2
Parallax 3.2.1.19.4 Q Refer To Note 2
Numerals 3.2.1.19.5 Q Refer To Note 2
Protective Devices 3.2.1.20 Q Refer To Note 2
Grounds 3.2.1.21 Q Not applicable
Materials, parts, processes 3.2.2.1 Q Not applicable
Flammabi lity and outgassing 3.2.2.1.1 Q Similarity Note 3
Fungus 3.2.2.1.2 Q Note 2 and 3
Hermetic sealing 3.2.2.2 Q and A Note 2
Thermal design 3.2.2.3 Q Note 2
Die lectric strength 3.2.2.4 Q Note 2
Soldering 3.2.2.5 Q Note 2 and 3
Potting and molding 3.2.2.6 Q Note 2 and 3
Finishes 3.2.2.7 Q Note 2 and 3
Vibration 3.2.2.8 Q Note 2
Mechanical resonance 3.2.2.9 Q Similarity Note 2
frequency
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REQUIREMENT TEST COMMENT
SUBJECT PARAGRAPH TYPE PARAGRAPH
Insulation resistance 3.2.2.10 Q and A Note 2
Workmansh ip 3.2.2.11 Qand A Note 2 and 3
Printed circuits 3.2.2.12 Q Note 2 and 3
Metals 3.2.2.13 Q Note 2 and 3
Nonoperative environment 3.3. 1 Q Note 2 and 3
Operative environment 3.3.2 Q Note 2 and 3
Operating position 3.4.5 Q Not applicable
Storage life 3.3.6 Q Note 2
InterchangeabiIity 3.4.7 Q Note 2 and 3
Product identification 3.4.8 Qand A Note 2 and 3
Safety 3.4.9 Q Note 2 and 3
Reliability 3.4. 10 Q Note 2 and 3
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TABLE II
EVENT TIMER
REQUIREMENT TEST VERI FICATlON
SUBJECT PARAGRAPH TYPE PARAGRAPH
Exterior configuration 3.2.1.1 Q and A Note 1
Numeric presentation 3.2.1.2 Q and A Note 1
Interface 3.2. 1.3 Q and A Note 1
Terminal arrangement 3.2. 1.4 Q and A Note 1
Terminal strength 3.2.1.5 Q Note 1 and 3
Weight 3.2.1.6 Q and A Note 1 and 3
Window 3.2. 1.7 Q Note 1 and 3
Power consumption 3.2.1.8 Qand A Note 1
Display illumination 3.2.1.9 Q and A Note 1
Power Input 3.2.1.10 Q and A Note 1
Power Characteristics 3.2.1.11 Q Note 1
Presetting operation 3.2.1.12 Q and A Note 1
Zero output 3.2.1.13 Q and A Note 1
Count down 3.2.1.14 Q and A Note 1
load generated noise 3.2.1.15 Q and A Note 1
Brightness 3.2.1.16.1 Q and A Note 1
Color 3.2.1.16.2 Q Note 1
Readability 3.2.1.16.3 Q and A Note 1
Parallax 3.2.1.16.4 Q Note 1
Numerals 3.2.1. 16.5 Q Note 1
Protective devices 3.2.1.17 Q Not applicable
Grounds 3.2.1.18 Q and A Note 1
fv40t eria Is, parts, and 3.2.2.1 Q Notes 1 and 3
processes
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REQU IREMENT TEST VERIFICATION
SUBJECT PARAGRAPH TYPE PARAGRAPH
Flammability and outgassing 3.2.2.1.2 Q Note 1
Fungus 3.2.2. 1.3 Q Notes 1 and 3
Hermet ic st=a Iin9 3.2.2.2 QandA Note 1
Thermo I design 3.2.2.3 Q Note 1
Dielectric strength 3.2.2.4 Q Note 1
Soldering 3.2.2.5 Q Note 1 and 3
Potting and molding 3.2.2.6 Q Notes 1 and 3
Finishes 3.2.2.7 Q Notes 1 and 3
Vibration 3.2.2.8 Q Refer to Appendix
Mechanical resonance 3.2.2.9 Q Note 1
Insu lat ion resistance 3.2.2.10 QandA Note 1
Workmanship 3.2.2.11 Q Note 1 :Ind 3
Printed circuits 3.2.2.12 Q Note 1 and 3
Metals 3.2.2.13 Q Note 1 and 3
Nonoperative environment 3.3. 1 Q Note 1 and 3
Operative environment 3.3.2 Q Note 1 and 3
Inputs 3.4.1 Qand A Note 1 and 3
Start operation 3.4.2 Qand A
Stop operat ion 3.4.3 Q and A Note 1
Slow operation 3.4.4 Qand A
Zero output 3.4.5 QandA Note 1
Accuracy 3.4.6 Q Note 1
Operating position 3.4.7 Q N/A
Electromagnetic interference 3.4.8 Q Note 4
Storage life 3.4.9 Q Note 1
Interchangeability 3.4.10 Q Note 1
Product identification 3.4. 11 QandA Note 1
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REQUIREMENTS TEST VERIFICATION
SUBJECT PARAGRAPH TYPE PARAGRAPH
Safety 3.4. 12 Q Note 1
life 3. 14. 13.2 Q Note 1
NOTES:
1. In accordance with paragraph 4.5 of 40M 38208;7, qualification of the Event Timer
and Secondary Display to NASA/MFC requirements is by similarity of design and
construction to the Event Timer (C708753071) and Mission Clock (C708753080)
built by Kearfott for GAEC.
2. Qualification of the Secondary Display to NASA/MFC requirements is by similarity
of design and construction of the Event Timer (C708753071) and Helium Temperature/
Pressure Indicator (C708753013) built by Kearfott for GAEC.
3. Materials, parts and processes which have been used on both the GAC Mission
Clock, Event Timer and Helium TempjPress Indicators shall be automatically
approved without submittal. Documentation shall be limited to the indentured parts
list.
4. Both the Event Timer and the Secondary Display are certified to meet the electro-
magnetic compatibility, environmental non-operative and operative and life
requirements by similarity of their design to the Kearfott produced Event Timer
(C708753071) and Mission Clock (C708753080) of the GAC program.
C-11
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4. DIFFERENCES BETWEEN EVENT TIMER/SECONDARY DISPLAY
AND THE GAEC EVENT TIMER, MISSION CLOCK,
AND HELIUM TEMPIPRESS INDICATORS
A. The mechanical design and concept is similar in nature. Differences in outline
and mounting configuration may be seen by review of each of the indicators .
detail specifications.
B. The circuitry for the counters, logic and power supply are almost identical when
the Event Timer is compared to the GAEC Event Timer or Mission Clock. One
difference is that LED's are used for the NASA/MFC Event Timer as opposed to
electroluminescent lamps. This eliminates the need for SCR switching circuitry.
The other difference is that flextapes are used for interconnecting, as opposed
to hard wiring.
C. The circuitry for the Secondary Display uses similar components to those used
in the GAEC Mission Clock Event Timer. The A/D converter is the some type
as was used in the helium temp/press indicators. The same series of f1atpacks
as was used in the GAEC Event Timer and Mission Clock is used in the Secondary
Display. The differences again are that LED's are used for display purposes and
flextape is used for interconnection.
D. As approved by NASA/MSFC, both the Secondary Display and Event Timer
will use soldering of integrated circuits connec:tions. The helium indicator,
GAEC Event Timer and Mission Clock used welded integrated circuit connections.
C-12
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5. QUALIFICATION TEST REPORTS
A. Final test report for GAEC Mission Clock, K/D PIN's C708753080 thru
C708753083 , Report Number C2OOO95181.
B. Final test report for GAEC Event Timer, K/D PIN C708753071, Report Number
B194000258.
C. Fina I test report for LEM - He Iium Temperature Pressure Display, K/D
PIN C708753013, Report Number C19401OO04.
5.1 ADDITIONAL QUALIFICATION TESTING TO BE PERFORMED
As a result of the mounting flange being placed adjacent to the front face, the Event
Timer, Part No. C708753100, will be subjected to the vibration tests specified in
Appendix A.
C-13
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APPENDIX A
VIBRATION CRITERIA FOR ATM RACK
STRUCTURE MOUNTED COMPONENTS
Specification 1-A - Input to Components Mounted on ATM Upper or Lower Ring Section.
Tota I We ight of Components Per Section Less Than 25 Pounds.
1. Vehicle Axis (5-30 Hz at 3 oct/min)
5-13 Hz at 0.29 Inches D.A. Disp.
13-30 Hz at 2.5 G's peak
lateral Axes (5-30 Hz at 3 oct/min)
5-12 Hz at 0.20 Inches D.A. Disp.
12-30 Hz at 1.5 GiS peak
2. Sine Evaluation Criteria (20-2000 Hz at 1 oct/min)
20-90 Hz at 0.0029 Inches D.A. Disp.
90-2000 Hz at 1.2 G's peak
3. High Level Random Vibration Criteria (1 min/axis)
220 Hz at 0.00013 9 /Hz
20-90 Hz at 9 dB/oct
90-150 Hz at 0.012 g2/Hz
150-285 Hz at + 9 dB/oct
285-500 Hz at 31 92,1hz
500-2000 Hz at - 12 dB/oct
2000 Hz at 0.0012 g2/Hz
4. Low Level Random Vibration Criteria (4 min/axis)
20 Hz at 0.00013 i /Hz
20.s;o Hz at +9 dB/oct .
290 -150 Hz at 0.012 9 /Hz
150-285 Hz at + 9 dB/oct
285-500 Hz at o.on g2/Hz
C-14
Composi te = 11. 8 grms
SINGER·GENERAL PRECISION, INC. • KEARFOTT DIVISION
500-2000 Hz at - 12 dB/oct
22000 Hz at 0.00028 9 /Hz
Composite =5.9 grms
5. Shock Criteria
No shock test required
(-15
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APPENDIX D
RELIABI L1TY
THE SINGER COMPANY. KEARFOTT DIVISION
FAILURE ANALYSIS
No formal failure analysis report is required contractually on Skylab Non Flight units, how-
ever, the results of investigations into the cause of the failure of Secondary Display SN/101
are presented herein. Included are the following:
A. Confirmation of the failure and projected cause
B. Kearfott tests on similar units
C. Vendor review of the circuit in which the component failed and failure analysis
of their component
D. Additional circuit protection provided as a result of a product improvement in a
different area.
The failure of the Secondary Display indicator SN/101 was attributed to the overstress of an
operational amplifier, type LM 102 manufactured by National Semiconductor. This unit was
opened at Kearfott and the input conductor path (Pin 3) of the LM 102 was observed to be
burned out. After consulation with the manufacturer of the component and considerable
testing, the conclusion was reached that a voltage of at least +20 volts magnitude causing
a current in the vicinity of 500 ma placed on the input of the LM 102 or the analog low input
of the Secondary Display could cause this type of failure. Photographs of this failure are
shown in Attachment 1.
Tests were conducted on five (5) LM 102 flatpacks in accordance with the schedule Attach-
ment 2. Cumulative total time of operational testing was in excess of 96 hours. Various
power cycling tests, changing the on/off sequence of the B+ and B- supplies with various
input signal levels were conducted with no failures. Overstres~ tests were conducted with
20 volts on the input lead of the LM 102 and another test with -12 volts on the output lead
of the LM 102. In both cases, the current through the input conductor (Pin 3) was in the
vicinity of 500 ma. The unit with -12 volts on the output lead failed, was opened, and the
same type of failure witnessed as occurred in the field failure.
D-l
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Both failed LM 102 1s were sent to National Semiconductor for failure analysis together with
a schematic of the circuit in which the LM 102 is used. No fault could be found with the
application in which the LM 102's are used. The only explanation for the failure of the
LM 102's was an electrical overstress as discussed in the previous paragraph. Attachment 3
contains the documentation from National Semiconductor.
Before failures of the LM 102 occurred in the field, a product improvement consisting of
adding a 5 K resistor to the input line of the LM 102 (in series with the analog low input
of the Secondary Display) was incorporated. This resistor was added to prevent oscillation
of the LM 102 as a result of placing a low impedance or short circuit between the input
and power ground of the LM 102. The oscillation resulted in a random updating of the
initial sampling of the input analog voltage. Subsequent samplings provided an accurate
display of the input analog voltage. However, to prevent this "first time II random display
characteristic and to provide a safety faetor for any possible degradation of the LM 102
or associated circuitry over a long time period (several years) the resistor was added as sug-
gested by National Semiconductor. Non flight units SN's 103 and up and Flight units 202
and up contained these resistors. Only units without the resistor have failed.
The resistors also provide current limiting on the analog low input to the Secondary Display
preventing excessive current transients and eliminating failures caused by direct application
of high voltages.
Currently only Secondary Display SN!201 and SN/102 do not contain this resistor. Both
are in process of retrofit.
D-2














Singer - Kearfott LMl02
April 19, 1971
Copy of Failure Analysis Report 701 attached. Note that
the condition could be duplicated in the lab by driving V minus
about 8 volts more positive than the input. The fusing current
was on the order of 600 rnA. Hopefully, this information, together




2900 Semiconductor Drive. Santa Clara. California 95051 (408) 732-5000/TWX (910) 339-9240 CABLE: NATSEMICON TELEX: 346353
FAILURE ANhLYSIS REPORT
RELIABILITY EI'!CIt~EERING DEPf,RTMENT








Dept/Cc:>-:pcny Analvsis CvI , M. Parker
I "l;rf;;-".:es/Attcchrr.entsHand written letter a~d electrical schematic Approved ByDistribution:
I===========:!:=:======
BACKGROUND:
Received;:; LMl 02 /883 date code 7013 and 7021.
Both parts had been opened by the customer.
ANALYSIS:
Visual exam.ination showed the metal trace to pi:1. 3 melted open.
Electrical duplication of this condition with a pm.ver supply by
grounding pin 3 and applying 8 volts 600rnA to V -.
Included is a photo of the failure sent by the customer and a photo
of the same condition duplicated in the lab on a ne\v devic e.
CONCLUSION:
Customer test and / or application problem.
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subject Sh71ab - Reliability Data List
ref.rto
date 8/5/71
The attached Reliability Data Lists fortne ~vent Timer, Secondary
Display and the Four Digit Indicator are submitted for inclusion
in th.e Fi:lal Engineering Report to HASA-!·1SFC. These documents
have been completed ill accordance ,..lith the Reliability Program
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This document contains the Kearfott Reliability Prediction and
Estimation Report for the NASA-MSFC Skylabs Event Timer, Second-
ary Display and Four Digit Display. This report is written in
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The reliability prediction presented is based on the final design
configuration available from the Electrical and Electronic Cbm- '
ponents Lists C543053900,C543053901 and C54305397l for th~ Event
Timer, the Secondary Display, and Four Digit Displa~ respec-
tively. Any significant changes to the respective designs
will be, asse•••a to determine their effect on the reiiability of
the systems and will result in an updated prediction.,
t~-111










The Reliability Prediction and Estimation Analysis is a result
of reliability studies which were performed to ensure that op-
timum design for the Event Timer, Secondary Display and Four
Digit Display indicators has been achieved.
The analys~s included a review of each basic system and the
major sections thereof. A thorough study of each of the major
sections has resulted in trade-offs and selection of components
necessary for maximizing performance and reliability. The
choice between utilizing integrated circuits or discrete cir-
cuitry for specific applications was based on achieving and
maintaining the optimum design when considering state-of-the-
art capabilities, reliability, performance, and delivery.
The type of circuitry used in the Event Timer, Secondary
Display, and Four Digit Display indicators was thoroughly in-
vestigated and is a result of experience and knowledge gain-
ed in developing the ATM 4 and 5 digit indicators, ORDEAL, and
LEM Apollo Indicators for space application.
tr~'e-1ffr. ~













The Event Timer displays four 11.ght pitting diode nWl8rice indicati.n~
decreas 1ng readouts of ts... The readout rqe i8 frOlll 99 minutes 59
seconds to 00 .lnutes ()() seconds with no autoaat ie countdown interruo-
tion atter 00 mlnutes 00 seconds. The display is updated once per
second and 1s capable of be ing preset to any t bte with in the readout
range. A ..ro output oircuit is activated at the 00 .inutes 00 se.conda
md reMine activeted until the circuit is opened by extemal _ans. .
Control of the timer operetion and pover inputs is from extemal sources. i
The oscillator card A7 contains an oscillator whose output 1.8 1.48516
MHZ and' two natpacks whlch count down to an output. square wave equiv-
alent to 65.536 KHZ.
The t1.Jllng card A6 contains sixteenfllp flops ill slaat. tlatpacks and
provides divlde by 2 to the sixth, 2 to the fltteenth and 2 to the
sixteenth outputs. The cOllUlland rate, clocl< rate, and clear inputs to
the fllp flopa are brought out. The clear signal preset~ the c1.rcuit
at counter start.
The control circuit card AS provides logic for detemlning and con-
trolling the lI'lOde of operation of the Event Timer. Three col'lllW1d sig-
nals, Start, Stop and Teat, are inputt«l to the card wh ich determines
the lOR1c levels of the S18w Start Count Test coJlUft8l'1ds and clock re-
petition rate controll1ng the indicator. When a Stoo colllJll8ftd signal is
received, the clock relMtit1.on rate I.e set to 2 HZ, the Enable Slew.
output is set high and the Start eOJ'llJl8lld is set low. Hhen a Start COM-
mand signal is receivftd, the clock re~etitlon rate is set to 1 HZ, 9
reset !lignal 18 ~"ner"ted tor sett,ing the flip flops of the t1Jlling c~rd
to delay the tirst clock ~u18e output one second,' the Start cOllllland is
set h I.gh and the Slew ccnnarld 1s set low. When R Test comund signal
is received, it overrLde8 the Stop or Start commAnd 81~a18, sets th~
clock repetition rate to 1024 HZ, and sets the test eo~and low.
The counter logic cards Al-A4 eontain geven flatpaeks tor the selection
of a clock whl.ch is counted down and encoded AS a ~D output. The out-
put is in a 1-2-4-8 code and is eapable of driving a Hewlett Packard LED
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zero when, at power tum-on, the OOD output. is greater than nine. A
carry output pulse 1s provided when the ~D output changes froll zero to
nine.
The discrete card A8 is made up of seven discrete buffer circuits whose
input iJnpeclance 1s greater than 100 K otulls. There is also a SCR 1At!'O
output circu1t capable ot sinking 200 lIilliuperes. 8M! and randOIl pulse
suppression circuits are included in the butter circuitry.
Secondary Dlsplaz
The Secondary Display converts a 0 to' 5 VOC analog input signal into BCD
digital tora and diaplays this information on four light-8IIlitttng diode
(LED) nUilerios. The display is capable of presentlitg eight (8) different
scales, e-eh selected by external scale CO_Ind. An add itional cOJllll\Bnd
is used for l8IIIP test in which each of the diodes in the LED display is
illUllinated by rapidly pulsing the counters, thereby rippling the LED's
through all nUllbers.
The Secondary Displ" is comprised of su circuit cards, a power supply,
and the toW" LED nUllltrios.
The power S\1Ppq Raneraws ~12 VOO, ~. 2 VDC and +5 VDC from a 28 VOC
input. The ~12 VDC and ~. 2 VDC are ueed to power the analog section of
the displan the 5 VOO is used for 10«1c power. Counter cards H and A2
supply the tour ~D words ot 1n!onaation to the LED's. The LED's contain
intemal logic whlch converts the a:o input 1nto nUMrics. The control
log 1c card AJ provides the neceeeary 10l1e to assure appearance ot the
selected scale.
The oscillator card A4 contains two ubljunction oBcillators: one approx.
40 Khz uaect as a clock input to the counters, 8Ild the other produces a
pulse approx1.ll8tely every two second8 to initialize log1o prior to an
update. The A4 card alao infom8 the AS integrator to integrate up or
dow. The operation of t.he integrator 18 8equentially controlled 't)y card
A4.
The integrator card AS contain8 the analog circuitry Decess&ry to imple-
ment the analog/~D oonversion And 1s e88ent1.ally an 1nte~rator and COil-
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comparing the input signal against a known int~rnal reference.
The discrete card A6 serves simply as a buffer card so that 28V:
command signals are converted to logic levels. This card pro-
vides EMI pulse suppression and provides minimum input imped-
ances of 30K ohms.
FOUR DIGIT DISPLAY
The Four Digit Display converts a 0 to 10 Vdc analog input sig-
nal into BCD digital form (representing the input voltage) and
displays this information on four light-emitting diode (LED)
numerics. A command is used for lamp test in which each of
the diodes in the LED display is illuminated by rapidly puls-
ing the counters, thereby rippling the LED's through all
numbers.
The Four Digit Display is comprised of five circuit cards, a
power supply and the four LED numerics.
The power supply generates ±l2 Vdc, ±6.2 Vdc and +5 Vdc from a
28 Vdc input. The ±12 Vdc and i6.2 Vdc are used to power the
anal9g section of the display; the 5 ,Vdc is used for logic
power. Counter cards Al and A2 supply, the four BCD .o;ds of
information to the LED's. The LED's contain internal logic
which converts the BCD input into numerics. Two oscillators
are used 'in the display. 'The clock oscillator found on the
A3 card has a frequency of approximately 400 J('hertz. This
oscillator is a Hartley, L.C. oscillator. The A4 card con-
tains a unijunction oscillator which delivers a pulse approx-
imately every 2 seconds. This pulse is used to updat~ the
display. The A4 card also informs the AS integrator to
integrate up or down. The operation of the integrator is
sequentially cont~ll.dby'Card A4.
The integrator card AS contains the analog circuitry neces-
sary to implement the analog/BCD conversion and is essen~
tially an integrator and comparator. The technique used
for conversion is the UP/DOWN Ramp method comparing the in-
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RELIABILITY PREDICTION METHOD
The reliability prediction is an estimate of the inherent re-
liability of the Event Timer, Secondary Display and Four Digit
Display indicators when operating in a space (Earth Orbit) en-
vironment. The method and data of Mil Handbook 2l7A,Reliability
Stress and Failure Rate Data for Electronic Equipment, Mil
Standard 756A, and Kearfott Secondary Data were used to prepare
this prediction.
The method of prediction is to select a criterion in establish-
ing the effects of equipment design. It enables a check UpOll
the initial design to determine compliance to the required re-
liability. The factors involved in the reliability prediction
and analysis are as follows:,
Apportionment of reliability goals and requirements
Determination of environmental condition and mission profite.
Development of a reliability mathematical model
Determination of part population for each functional element
Design analysis of part application
Assignment of failure rates, adjusted for stre~s
Prediction of reliability
Feedback of information to appropriate personnel
The approach taken by Reliability Engineering in evaluating and
estimating the reliability of the Event Timer and Secondary




Reliability is a function of Mission Time (t)
A = mean failure rate in failures per
million hours,
where
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t = mission time in hours,
m = l/A -mean time to or between
failures in hours, (MTBF)
The prediction for the indicators is based on part complexity,
design electrical part stress, operation at the maximum al-
lowable temperature of +85OC (including anticipated internal
heat rise) and other environmental conditions compatible with
those experienced in space environment. Essentially, a worst
case Reliability Prediction was made, in that failure rates.
for continuous operation at the elevated t~mperature were








in an operational environment. This prediction is based on
the use of Hi-ReI or E8tab~ished R~liability parts. The sum-
maries shown in Figures 1,(2 and 3), ,Reliability Model for
the Event Timer (Secondary Display 'and Four Digit Display) ,
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RBLIABlL ITf GOAL
(Ret. &vent Tiller Spec. 4OM)82101 parR.
3.4.13.2'
3eeondarT DiBplqand. Four Digj. t Display
Spec~ 40M38208 para. 3.4.10.2)
Rellabilit7 Deaign Goal • R • .998
where t • M18alon T*R
*Baaed on M18810n Protile of 1,000 Hrs.
Matheaatical Model.
• e -t/a
.998 • • -1000/_ • • MTJII'





• 2.00 per 1Il1111on hours ot' operation
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'PREDICTED RELIABILITY AND MATHEMATICAL MODEL SUMMARY
Tabulated below are the parts counts and failure rates of present
Event Timer, Secondary Display' and Four Digit Display system con-.
figurations. The total system failure rates for the present con-
figurations are A = 14.7478 failures per million hours of operation
(Event Timer); A = 17.2461 failures per million hours'of operation
(Secondary Display), and ~ • 15.6240 failures per million hours of
operation (Four Digit Display).
Event Time%:
Part. ~ F lab,ea F lab~totalCounters .66 6 2.6 64
Control Logic 1 ,.6666 .6666
Timer 1 .7518 .7518
Oscillator 1 ·'.4770 .4770
"- Discrete 1 1. 0626 1. 0626
Power Supply 1 2.0655 2.0655
LED Indicators 4 1.7434 6.9736
Misc. Parts 1 .0843 .0843
Total . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . .. . 14.7478









































































































R • probability of success
~ = total failure rate
where:
The Orbit Environmental "K" Factor from Mil Standard 756A :II 1. 0
Based on a mission time of 1,000 hours and the respective failure
rates of each indicator, the:reliab1lit:y of the inaicators is de-
rived as follows: -
- A t
R = e














R = e -(15.6~~oxl0-6 (100~
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_~?_ ~slstor RNR .._.. ~~1:Q .1~0 __ f-.!.o..?~O _. ...~._ ~Q29Q. IMil Std....l99A.._ .
R8 Resistor RNR ..._.. . ~~.!9_ J...t.Q_. ~2~Q.. ... r---.,.. .0260. _~U..s.t.d...l..29A. ..... _
f-.!!L~.sistor RNR ._."._ <'~Ol._O_ .924<> - .0260.. fKil...Std 199A ..
HIO Resistor RNR <.lO. 1.0 0260.. _ .. '" ,1-0260. _~1 5.td_199A. __._.
Hil Resistor RNR _ <&.lQ. 1..Q_ I-.~Q __ 1- ....:..... ",0260_.. ~iL.std..~~L_.. __ ...._. _.
1-~1_2 t1esistor RNR .... .(,.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 ... ~il St.d..1,99A...
RI) Resistor RNR ".10 1.0 .0260 - 100260. t'tJ1 Std 199A
.- -------- .._.... -._ ..---- .•.. . .. -
~J.!~.Ji!S-i~~<?r..~R .__._ ...... (.10 1.0 .0260 - ~0260 ~il Std 199A
I R1S Resistor RNR <'10 1.0 .0260 - 100260 ~1l Std 199A
.,_ _ •• .... _ ••••••••••• ,J __ .
~ !Q.6. ~.s.~to!: ...~IL._ _.. (.10 1.0 .0260 - ,0200 Mil Std 199A
Rll. R~.~.istor ~R ...... "" .. _. (.10 1.0 __ ..02~O.. - 0260 _.~.std 1991. ....__ ...
R18 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - 100260 ~i1 Std 199A
...__ .. -._--_.. . .... - "...• '--
Rl9 Resistor RNR (.10 1.0 .0260 - It 0260 ~il Std 1991

















f f KAPPl J(LAB./EA. LAI./TOT flAB.ITOT.
.BOUICK
- - -....... >--_.---- '" --------------4
~--------_.- -•._- -. ._- - .
A8 Board (conttd)
R21 Resistor RNR _ ~ ...!~ .!-.g .O.?EQ_. -=-__ _ .9~6.Q.._. ~11 S1i~d._l*"9'_'19:A1A _I-.'=:':=-=-":"::":';";'~"';;';;';'~---- '-'-
~_~~~stor RNR ~.10 I-J.•• O .0?60 .. f- .._=-.__.... .t.Pl.QQ IMil std.199A ._
R23 Resistor RNR ._.. <.1:..0. J:!.(L. !.Q26Q_. __.. =-.... _ ..Q26O. IMil ~t.A .l22A. ....__
R24 Resistor RNR <' .• ~~. l .• CL ...'!.Q.?6Q_. .. _..=..__.....0.26.<2. IMil ~t~ 100&
.~25 ..~sistor RNR _ _ ~.J:.Q ]".2.._ .&~9Q_ ~_~._._._ -JI.026Q.._ INn ~t..tt 100&
R26 Resistor RNR ~O- l.a.Q. .O~M _ n'.)~n Mil ~+.A 10QA
R21 Resistor RNR <. .!.!~_ 1.0 .0260 .-=-.____ _'!9.?6Q__ Mil Std 199,.
R28 Res istor RNR <.!10 1.0 __~260 - _ ....0260 iMil St.d 199A.
R29 Resistor RNR "-.10 1.0 .0260 -._ .0260 _.IMil St.d 1001 ._




..- ... - -"'-' ... -.- ---_ ... _. ~ ..- -- .•..•. _....._...... -_. -- ..
Cl CM>acitor CSR ._...._..,31. l •.Q .0052__ _.~. ...005.2._ [sp.rague...._._. _.__ ..
C2 CaDac i tor om ._ ~.lQ.. 1. ..0... ....000.8 _:..... _ .•.000.8... I. OL ._ ....
. C3. Caeacito~ CBR. .2$ 1.0 .0029 - .. __ •.2929 SDr.ume ..
....C4 Capacitor CKR .__ ... <'.-'!Q.. ~~.Q...99-Q~ __ ._-=- .._ .OOQ~..... Ae.r9.!Q~ ..._ ._
05 Capacitor OKR .10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 .A.erovox .
.....-_. - ...- ..- . -_... ... --~...._.__..... _... ... -- .'-- ...-- .. ..---._ .._. 1
c6 Capacitor OSR ... _.. . 1-.~lJ_~__ ~9J~_. f--_:':•.__ . '!.Q03'-. _~~_..._ .._.... _
C7 Ca,Eacitor CBR ._ __.. '!sO ." .~,_O_ 0;1,00._.. - .0100.. .sprague .._
CRl Diode _.._ .25.1.0 01&63.. ..~.~ oJ.a6J .. 'lRW-El.ect•.. __ .._ .._
CR2 Diode __ ~ .!_~_~.O _1-!.0463 _ .1-•....=........•()49.l 1rRW Rll..ttt. .._......_ .. _
CR3 Diode _._ .2$ ~.!'.O. .94~J - .04Q3. rrnw ~l.e~tu._.. ..
I-CR4 Diode __ ..__. ..... . ..2$ 1.0 .•046) .- .0463 ~_Sleet.
~~~!.O!l.!.. ...._.._._... .25 1,0. .0463, - .0463 1'RW ~l.et •
.. 0~6 __p.~!!~e_ _ __.__ .25 1.0 .0463 - .046j r.t'Rw neet.
~ lll..:F.ll.t.r RFl.- .. _. - 1.0 .0681.. - .o6Bl ~."royox ..• _ ..
F1.l.Fqter RF~ - 1.0...._.06.8l__ ._ . - .0681.. __. . .
F1.4 F~\..ter J~'I __" _w.. - 1.0. .0681 - .0681 lero'tOx .._ ..
rF~S.Fl_l;.~~~RFI_.__ ._ .. - .. -. 1.0 .0681 - .0681 ~erovDx .. _ - -- ~

















aT~ FAI LURE RATE
PART NAME ~TIO KAPPL. SOURCB




~._ ..... __ .
--
10----............ _._._._..- ." ~. - ... .~._~-_ ..- -.--
----




- .o~~ .... RADC1--_. ~"'--- . _. 1-. .- .. • _ ........6_· •. _._ • -_._ .... ._. -_.
L3 Choke
- ~1·JL. .0666 ~ .. _=- - .... ...!.~QQ. RADC .-~--_. ... 1-......_-_ ..
01 Transistor NPN •rJ•. 1.0 .0980 - _.•Q9~L.. Fairch1lcL ..... __ .__ .... _.-._- .~_._-_.... ~ . -_ ........
02 Transistor PIlP
• 3.9 1.0 •949.Q._. - . !9J12.Q. Fairchild~_. --_ .. -_... _..
-
03 Transistor NPN -~~~ 1.•Q.... ..•gQQ9- ~--~~- .' ... -lI.QQ{>Q.. .. Fa,1mhJ.lJL.
-
04 Transistor NPN .1!1 1.0 .0,10
-







Rl Res istor RNR
'" .10 1&... ~02~Q._ -
--
...!9260 Mil Std 199A
R2 Resistor RNR (".10 1.0 .0260
-
~.02()(t_. ~~1 Std 199A
.-
•__ o •
R3 Res istor HNR <.10 1.0 ..!Qg(>O
- .P~90 K1J.__St~i.l9~_.- ....... - _.... '" .... _. ._. --_._ ....
R4 Resistor RNR <'.10 ~.Q_- !Q269 - .0~qQ ~.U._ S!-9.. :L9.9.A. _.____----.:-..-..- . . ... -.-....-. .. ..
R!) Resistor RNR ~.!9_ J..!'.9_.. _,02!?.Q _. ~ .. _- ~ .... .... .. .. •.0.26.0._ . MU Std 19!1A. ___. .. ....
-
I-~ ~~istor RNR ~•.~O_ l.Q .P26Q__
..
-
.0260 _. Itil.Std..192A._.._. _...._...
R7 Resistor RNR ~.lQ l.Q ~02QQ__ .
- . -




R8 Resistor !!:NB... .._.____ (,.10 LO
.--Q2.6.CL .. _._~_ ... ..0260__ 'Mf 1 .q~Jf "I QQa ~
R9 Resistor RNR ~.10 1.0 .0260 .0260 Mil Std.J99A_ ..__ !,~. .".- .... _....... ._....-.. .. _..-... _. -- .... ._._-. ..- ---~_._. 1R10 Resistor RNR ~.10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 MJ.1 St<!..!?JA...._ !
..- -
. _._.....
.. --'- ._---_. _.-._ .-. .. -,
R11 Resistor RNR ~.10 1.0 .0260 .0260 11i1..Std ..mA I-...._..._-_ ..._- ~~ ._- -
..---- r----- '---_ ...- .. - --_.•.-
- .-
,..!~2 .Resistor RNR "-.10 1.•.0_ ~0.2~_Q. - , .0269. ~ti.l..S.td 199A._- ....... .... . ... ..
R13 Resistor RNR ~.10.. 1.0 ..Q~6Q _
-





SJ:.Q. J..•O_._ •.926L. ~-:.... .Q26.0.. IMil ~td.._l~L_ .._ .._ ._.. -
Rl5 Resistor RNR ~.10 l!'Q .Q29.0.
. - -
.0260 ... IMil Std.199A.~:.... ._.__ . .






VR1 Diode Zener ~.10 1.0 .1213
- .1213 lDickson~.' -..._..... - .. "._.. _._.._-_.-....- _.- .- - ..




.._..- ... ...- ..•.. -........ -










- .0630 19th Symp~i\Ull._-_._- ... '~".' ..

















_._ f '-AalIA. flAB./TOT h,AalToT.
1U'8
~11_Boa_rd________ .~ ~.~.. _.-!.?~ ~-_ ~_!!l.~ ~roa I)'" 22
~-A"2"'-Bo--rd--------'~'1''''''' ··1······0- .69·ft..t·· _._.- _·~._·6.~··26·.. 'r~~:"'--2-2-_--__-
a _.I-........... ~.. ~.._~ .•:........ ._~_.~..:_-------t'
1-------------
13 Board 1 1.0 .8646I--~--------,- "._._ -._._-". -._._-
-- ...._...- --~_._--
...:. 86~6 rraa 'DU. 23 ...-.4
...._.. __ _- ._._~. ~
'.. -' ..
FLl Filter RFI
... - ....--------- _.._.._-..- ._-- -_._-.-... - .._---+------------.ot
a.--;.;A:=.4..:Bo~ard;.;:;.. T.J:..__~Q. 'lach';' - laOh~7 IlPl'tlM n&nI 24 ~
1---.....---------;---.- --'-- ......_~. ~-_ ....-.. _. -.,,--.-..-J---------~
~A;:;.S..:Bo~ard:.;;;;..-------T_l 1.0 '=-~ 4~}..~_ --=-._ ~.-..!.118·11l'~ Dan ~§
~-----------......--+---+--- ....--.-.---+----- .. '"""-----------4
~--,------_ -..... .. ._... .. ..
A7 Board . .....~ • }.,jL .L.QJ.5.l. ~._~•. _ .... J....P.},.~J. l'II'maa pal' ,.j9~_....
1---._..--------.. - ..._. _....... ....• " .... " ..-- _ •.• --
~D_Sl_In_d_l_c_at_o_r_LED. ._...1_.. 1.0 ~.14~!t ~ .._.:... 1•.1.4'-4. ~efl'lotjJl.oondat[. ~ __
. ?S2 Indlcato~uLE~ -t_l 1.0 1.8016 -=_.._~ 1.!.~!_ K.artott S.aondl "
....DS3. Indicator LED _ 1 1.0 .1:J~J!&... _ -=- ..~~.l~~ .. o. -O.tte. SIQGnd&J7.
Ds_~_~ndlcator LED _ ..._ 1 1..Q.._rl-!8016.. _~. __ .••.og).~ KeartA~._QQdaZ7
~-------_ _---_. I-..--.-i----~-- .._ " - ..---_ _ _._
..•_•._ •.. 1" .lA(L _ .~~~~ ..~ .. .0681 ilel'OYaX
~~:-----:~---=~--_ ......_. ... . .. . ...~.
Cl Capacltor CO 1 1.0
~------------_.-_...... ---_......_....
... -- --_.._-_.... . - '-"'--
,0bSo "11 Hdbk 217A
....._-_.... ~--_ ..- -_..._.•._.- -
r---.---. ··_·H
Jl Connector 18 pin 1
~.,_._-_._ ..._---_.... ..
~ _._.• ,_.. - __._- .'-" ..
L _._ .•. _. •_ _..
~ ._., .. "-'-'""'" ._ _._..•. '-_.
------- ._- , --_.... ~ .. -._..-







.016~ ~1 Hdbk 211A
7.2461~ ,~.- .. '1
,7,.~_84 .. ' ~:!:.._..~. ,.
.- ~-_....... ...... _._-_ ....~.
.982-8









"nn .aul ... ,....,
NO. 0200095116







f f KAPPL )(
L.AB./EA. LAB./TOT fL.AB.ITOT.
l--------------+--t-~-.~---~---___1~---_+---------___i
















































PART NAME ~TIO KAPPL SOORe!
f LA8./EA. fLAB./TOT
KAPPL X
A3 IJQard (cont'd) flAB.noT._.-
_._-
- --
. " .. .-...- .. . , - . .. - - ._.
---
,--
~..~sistor RNR < .l.0 1.'0 .0260 ....:. 0260_,. M'l Std 199A---~- .- -_.- -_._.,.~_._.... ~_ 1





U2 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - ,~Jl§O Kearfott. ..__ ._ .
U3 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860
.........~::.- -~ .0860 Kearfott-....... _.- _.. _-
----
--. r--..- ._, ._.
U4 Int. Circuit - 1.0 ._~86Q . - .0860 Kearfott
....-. _.- .... _--
---
..Y!L];~t. Circuit - ~.O__ .j08~ .!J).8§jL. Kearfott
- ---
1---'- _ .. -
U6 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott




U8 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
..






..~.- .- ll..o..... .0630, - '.06304 , ..9t1L::8~ j urn~ .- ..... ~_ ..... _-.
--_. ..
.8646
.•- .-. __. ....-... ..
..
. - ....







. -- .. .....-. .. _-
._.. -
C1 Capacitor CSR •20 ~.~.<2. .. .0025 - '!QQ.25. ._. :?pr!&.U! .____-_. --~- .... .. .- -,- -- ~ ... ".'-' - ,
C2 Caoacitor CKR L.10 ~ •.Q..- .~9.QQ.~- -, ~-~. -_. - .QOQlL._ ~.,Yq~_. ...-
--- -
.._-.
CJ Capacitor CKR L.10 1.0 .0008 .0.0.08 I.- _._- - ... .
....C).l Capacitor CKR ~.JQ_ ..1.0 .. _....000.6.-_ .000.8_, I. mt._____._.
--.- ---=--.- - .. 1
.92.. Capac itor CKR .. t.lQ _1,2..._ .-...oo..oJL... _..~.. ..000.8.____ A
- -
- .. -._-_ ..- - .. i
C6 Capaitor cm ..J..O_ La .nmL •0008 .. I •
------
. ---_ .....- .
._._-_...
-- --
CR1 Diode ~.10 1.0
. !.O.?~~.... - .0294.. __ !~...lect.
--, ._.,'_'_0. •.. .' .. - .. - . - ..
Q1 Transistor Uni.1unct. L.I0 1·<1._ •.Q~6)_ .. - .,9.841.. __ lI!l1.1lc!.bk_21.1A ...._---_.._....- -_ .._.- .. ,
•
...!..019L FairchildQ2 Transistor NPH L.I0 1.0_ . ~_ .... .Q!~t4._.,.. .__._-_._--_. -_.-




. - .'- ...
-
.. . -
oh Trans1stoL!l.PH____ ......... ~.J,O l.O ..0191.& .
-
.0194 . Fairchild
Q5 Transistor Unijunct. 4.10 1.0 .086)
-
.086J ~U Hdbk 217ArL:-_-----. -------......... .. . .
LRl Res istor RNR .10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260· ~U1 Std 1991
..._-_ ...._--_.- ..•._..._................
~ R2 .~.!':-&tor RNR .(.10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 "~l.std 19~A
._-_.- ... .. .. .. ... - .. .....
RJ Resistor RNR .10 1.0 •0260
-
.0260 M..11 Std 1991
I --_.,_. -,.- _.. -- _.. - 'p. - ..._ ... __ ... - - ..
_. ~---_.... , --_ ..,_.
R4 Resistor RHR .10 1.0 .0260
-
·0260 ~~1 :?~ J:9.?-A.. . --_.__.. -., . ....- [e', . ...
RS Resistor RNR .10 1.9 .0260
-
1- 0260 ~~). ~td ,),991-
f R6
--- --_.._..- ... ..
Resistor RHR .10 1.0 .0260
-


















... ". - ..__ ._ ...- '----........ -----"'-'" ~.._----- ------1
f f KAPPL )(




~ R7 _~s istor RNR_. f- ••.!O_ .~~.lL. _.•01§"Q.__ -=-_._ .pg6Q..._.l-lfi1 St.~d!_1..9Z..J.9~A'___ _
~~~_~stor RNR .10 ~1.JL_1_!026~.-~.._=-... ..I.Q2.6L Mil CU-.n , 001
R9 Resistor RNR .._.. !lO J:~Q.. t.9zQ~L.. _ ....":- .. _.•Q26.0.. Mil ~tn .l22A.. __.._
RlO Resistor RNR!l,.Q J._.Q.... .. 'LQ.2.6_Q. .. -=__....0.2.6.0. ! Mil ~td 1001
.~11}~e8istor RNR __..I.J...Q 01. •.0._ ...&.26L __ ~_...__0260-._ rMi1 <a.n 'OOA . --1
Ul Int. Circuit - __ ~Q_f--!-Q860 - .0860 Kearfott
U2 Int. Circuit - 1.0.0860 - .0860 Kearfott~:.::-=:..:::.:...-:...::.:~.=.=...-------..t _···· - ._... --- ....-- .__ ., -.---.---+"'~~-=--------.......j
U3 Int. Circuit - 1.&-.. f,-L.0860 __ ...--=-_ ......o~ ,Y'A......."'tt.
u4 Int. Circuit" - 1-0 .0860 - __ _0860 _ .+JI"Wl:.l-~L ---I
U; Int. Circuit .__ - " 1 •.Q... __..Q~O_ _':'" _ •.Q660.._. Kurtott _.
lAkJ!ircuit Board .... __... .. - ... ~ ).~.Q.._ .QQ30 .. _~_ ..0630 9th-SYJIlPDaiwn_. __
! 1.0457
.....-.-. .. .,- 'r'-""-" --_ .... - - _ .. __ . '-"._--"-' - ._.- ...
A5 Board ._ _ .1 _ _. '__.' _... .. _ .. _ __ .. '"
Cl Capacitor CKR ._ ...• 1oC? ,1.·.9 u!O.Q.9~__ . L.- ::... ..• .09.9~__ Ae~YQ~ ._.__ "._ ..
... 02 Capacitor CKR.. ~.10 1.0 .0008 - !.Q008 Aerovn:r __ .
C3 Capacitor CKR . ._ .~.!Q .. J.<!9.. ....QQQ§. __-=-. .... !OQo,tl_oo .Ae.r9'yOX. ---.....-.... 1
CR1 Diode ~.lQ 1... 9-_f-!.P2.9lL _=.. __ .A022u .. TRW E1&.t.a.. _ _ ~
CR2 Diode . ~.•_~9_ 1.0 -Q2.2L __.~_. ...029u TRil..Ele.ct........... _
CR3 Diode __ L.1-0 .'t Q. ~O.?2.ij... - ...• 0294. TIM.Elect. . ..
CRh Diode _ " L.].O. 1.• Q... "Q29L.. .. .-022.4 T.B.ll...Elact.. . .
01 Transistor NPN ._ £....A.lQ. 1..9__ ....012L. ".~.~. . .Ol21L IEa1I:c.h.UL __ ._._. ._
~.~ransistor PNP .. L.10 1.0 .0500...... .05QO lF~1rc.q1.1.q.. ... "_
~2.Trans1st'?!:..~!! ..... L..10 1.0 ...0J.94 - .0194 .. F.airehUd
R1 Resistor RNR ~.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199J~-_._._ _._._----- .. ' _.~ - .. -
R2 Resistor RNR L.10 1.0 .0260 - .02bO Mil Std 199/lo - __.- .-_ - _ -- _ ..
~R3 ~!!!.~.or ~1!. .. "-.10 1.0 .0260._ ...- .02.QO _M~l_Std_1.99A.
· R4 Resistor ~R _.__ Lw 10 1.0. ~02.QO.. - .02(>0 __. W-l_SW 1991. ..__ .. __
· R5 Rel!istCl~.RNR ._ L...I0 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std.199A.
· R6 Resist;>r RNR £..10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 ~q Std )".99J,
[~l Re~i~t,~r-I;R'-'- k.l0 1.0 .0260 -. .0260 Mil Std 122!'~__._


















• 0008.,. Aerovox _ ... _
.0008 Aerovox
.. _ .. t-._....
.0008 J(erovox














../ ..... -- - ........- _-_. -_.. -. ,
·_~~Qar.4. _ ..__....... _~.
~~.~.~acitor C~~_. __...... <-410 1.0
C2 Capacitor CKR <T10 1.0
... j -_.- ••• - --... .---
C3 Capacitor CKR <.10 1.0
.. ...._.__.
r <:.~ ...C~E~ito~~!.R_.. .. .. < .10 1.0
L-C_5 Capacitor CKR <,1:0 L 0
_.__ .<.," 10 .~ '._~. ~_2..~~ 1---- _.. I-'~'~'~ 6 Q. Mi1 Std 199A
~.-~~::.-..:R:.:.:e;;.::s;;.::i;;.::s~t;;.::o;.;;r;;...;;RN~R---- _<.~19~dL -!..Q.~~_l;L -=-__ ._ .O.~.Q.9_, Mi1SJ;d 199..oA _
-E~.~~s.tstor RNR < .10,._~.J!._ ....~..Q260 _._=-- ...... !._Q~J?O Mil Std 199A
Rl1 Resistor RNR ._. ~.• 10 _l•.~...~._OJ_~JL. _...,:,,_ _.d)~..9~L Mil Std...l.2.9.A-_" _
R12 Resistor RNR < .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
~ 1--." -- -- ..._ •. --_.... -_...... - .. "" ••-"
.._Rl~.Resistor RNR < .10 1.0 .~~§_lL __. ._ -!'.O_~§.9_. Mil Std lQC111
I-R:.:,l:.·4.:-:R:.:;e::.;s::.;1.::.;·s::.;t::.:o~r=--=RN:.=.;.;R~____t.<-~•.1 0 L..Q. .. 0260 - • 02 (i 0 Mi 1 S td 1 Q q II
~R:.:.:1::.;S~R~e::..:s:.:i:.::s:..:t:J:.=.o:r--:.:RN~R::.:.----t-<_~lO .J.-•.O...~ 0260 __~__. "'''' _~ 02...6.0. • Mil Std 1 QQ~
R16 Resistor RNR < .10 1& . 026~ - _ ~02.60 Mil Std 199A
R17 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 -. .0260.. Mil ~~n 199A
~R~1;:.8:-..:R:.:::e:;.;;s:;.;;i:;.;;s;;..;t:;.;;o~r;....;:;RN~R~--- <..' ~Q :J. •..Q._ ...!.9~.6q ... l-.. _~ ... •.0260.. ~.L_Std.l.9.9A..- ._
~R;..1.;...9-_R_e-s-i-s-t-o-r-RN-R-- _.. < .10 1~_ ~..Q.2~O - .0.2.6.0 .Mi.l.. .£uL.l.9.9A __.. _
R20 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 .0260 Mil Std 199A
.......,:;;,;;;..::.._------- -.... _. ~ -. -_._ .. - -~._.- _ __ _.. _...;;.;:.,.---- ..
R21 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
-------- -_.-._.. .__.. ~._- ..- - ._.--_.. _.- .._.._.-
R22 Resisto~ RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
------_.._ _ _ _ -._ .. ~ .._.._. -. .__ --_._--_._-- _._._ ..
R23 Resistor RNB <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 . Mil Std 199A
. _... ._-_.._- ---- _._- .._. .._._._-~-==-....=...:==-..::..:..::..::.:-
R24 Res,istor RNR < .10 L 0 .0260 - .0260 MM1 Std 199A
----------,-_ --'., -_ _._.... . --- _. ---_ _---- ..
U1 Int. Circuit - 1.b .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
----_•.•._.- . _.- - ._._~--_._ _--- '-"" .• --- -._..- '-j
~U~ra;.....;..I.n:..;...;.t_._C_ir_c_u_1._·t .. ~.::.._ .. 1_.CL ...:-~8_6il.. -:.... . ..0860 _ Kearfott ... __ .__ ..._
~U~3~-=I:.::n~t~.--=.C=-ir=-c;;..u:;.;1.=-·t:;;....-. ........ -. J~Q.... ~Q.8.~Q.. .':'".. • 08~9.. !<~~;,:~o.tt ._.. ..•
U4 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott1-------------- ._.. ... ..... ..... ...... '.'" .....-.... ......_. __ . -..----... ...... '._. ..__
US Int. Circuit- 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott1------------..-+ - ..-... r----- ."-._..... .----..... r------- ..----.-_. _
U6 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
...... . - _ -_ -_." -".. - - _. ..._.~. - .























ART NAME \ ~TIO KAPPI. SOURCE
, KAPPL )(




._-_._... -- .. .. ~.'
-
_." . _._---- ---
---
..... . f- .....
-- -- . ro·------
itor CKR ~\ .. {.10 1.0 ..!.QQ9~.. - .0()Q8_.__ Aerovox1-' - - ....--"-- -_._- --_.





•.. . _- -". _._ ... _...._.. .._------._-
tor CKR
,
.10 1.0 .0008 .0008 Aerovoxi -...'-_. __. .- -_.- '---'--'
itor CKR \
......1:.9 1.0 .,.0008_ - .OQQ~__ Aerovox._--\ ..- _..- .-,,_._-" _.. -








~ -_._...- ..._ ..-'--0 ._- _•.... _...._--'._...









stor NPN ".10 '1.0 .....9!90 - .0190 Fairchild..
-"-
.-.- ...... _............- -._ . r----.......... - ...... _......_--_ ..
stor NPN "- .10 '1.0 !.Q~9~ " - .01~~... Fairchild
-
._.. -_.~..
.,"_...- -....._--- _.._._--- ---_ ..... .
stor NPN (,.10 '1.0 _~9!.~4 - !..OJ~~. __ Fairchild_. -.-. '''' -_.- .~ ._._-
- -
~.._.__. .__.-. ~. ._- . _..
stor NPN _...._... ~~.lQ. }'~Q .. .•.Ol94..__
-
.01.94 _r~j,n;h1J.,.<! ..__._.
.- .. . .
or RNR
-_. ..•.\0.. 1 •.9. .. ....0.2.20. __ ~ .~-~~- ...- .O2~O_ .. _ M..U,St<t199A
---
_.- _...
or RNR .10 1.0 •0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A
.._----- - - f----.... .. _. . ..
or RNR .10 1.0 •0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A ,
...-_ ..... .. ---_.... ........... . _.---_..- -r-.---- .. ..- _._-- .-- - _._- ..-_._..._- --_.. ... 1or RNR .10 1.0 •0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A
-
--,._-_... . -_., -
---
..- .. _._. l- .._.._.. -
.".-. _._.- -_....._-_.-
-i
or RNR .10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A
-_._-_ .. ...... _... - ~--- -_._-_... , .. - ... . _._-----. - .,_ .._-.-.- . .. .-
or RNR .10
... :t.!'!... _.!q2~9 ._ - .0260 Mil Std 199A...-- _...... _.. . .. - ... --




M.i.l st!<LJ.99A........._... .. . ...•..- -.... ._.
or RNR
-----




_.,-- .10 l..~Q. ,.0260 ..
-
.0260 MU $t.d.l99~... ....
- .
tQr_~_IL____ .. ... . .•.10 1.0 •0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A
tor RNR .10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A
_. " .. ' ,.._., ----- -_...... '. .. .... ..
tor RNR .10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260' Mil Std 199A
- --_ ...~..._. _....... ~...
t o.r..__RN!!.______ ...
.10 1.0 .02~Q... - .02~.Q Mil Std .!99A.. ,- .. , .. . .
tor JUiR ._---_....... "..- . .;LO ;L.9.__ .,O~Q.
-






:tor RNR .10 1.0 .0260
-





--- --.jtor RNR .10 1.0 •0260
-








































A6 Board (cont'd)I-----...--~ .__._ ......._.. . ..... -_._.. -- .1----.-.... 10-,--,-, ....+-.----------;
,..·.~~_..!lesistor RHR _ r-'!.!O_ J._~_<L -!Q26.Q__ '. ....:.._.__. .0260-. K1l...Stdua.&--.19.2U1A~ _
--!!!2_~~istor RHR ~ 1.,0 .026.0-._1- :'" _ .....0260 IMil ~t.lf 100A
R20 Resistor RNR ... .•10 }:!.<?_.. .0269_. _.... =-. ...... _.~Q.2.60.. Mil Std l22A. .-:...
R21 Resistor RNR .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
.. ~--.. .....- --...-._.- -. ----_..-
.~22~esistor RHR _ .10 .'1:.0.._ .•0260_ ~__=-__.._ ...LQ~~ rMil Std 199A
R23 Resistor RHR .10 1.0 .0260 - .0?60 IMil ~t.d 1QQ6
R21. Resistor RHR !.1.<L ..l~Q..._.!.024~ .---=--. .......0260 IMil St.d 1QQ6
R25 Resistor RNR .10 1&.._~Z60 - ...aQ?hn IMil ~t.ti 199A
R26 Resistor RNR .10 1..0 ..0260 _ _ .0?60__ Mil ~t.d lQQ6
R27 Resistor RNR .10 .. 1~0 ._~Q~O_ . .-__':. .9.4§Q..__ Mj...i..s.W_199A- ...
R28 Res istor RNR _ ......_.. ...•10 ~ .•.Q... ~_Q.~69 ..._~ . .O~~.. ~il-S.k'-129A...---... -
R29 Resistor RNR .. '" ..!19_ ~,.{L .026.9 _. ~ .._~ _'.' ....0260__ [Mil ~t.d 199A .h
,1-~~slstor RNR ._. _.....19. l,.Q.. ..,02<>0___ ..._~_..... .0260 -1H1:L...s.td...1.92L . ...
R31 Res1stor RNR ._ ...•10. 1.D. __ ...0260__ . .-._~.._.._.•0260 .. IKll Std-19.91 . .'...
. R_3~._~s istor RNR·· .10 1.0 .0260 _-=- '._. '!.Q~..Q }(11 SM 1991 .0 .'"
CRl Diode ... ~.!Q_ l'!.Q .. .-...9-22k.._ - _._ 022L ~_El8Ct. ._...... _
_CR_~~iode.. . . ~.lQ ... r-~~O ._f-!.-Qg9!L... _ .._,,=- Q22.U .. rrRW 1l1Act. .._ ..
CR3 Diode • __ ~.lQ 1.0 .022L. I--='- 0221L . _~IM Klec~_.______ _ ._
R3 3IL.Res istor RNR .__...•.!-() .. ::t:.!.<L....'!.9g~ .. _. - ...0260.. ~U_.s.:w.1991_ __
R34.Resistor RNR __ ._ .._ .!9 1!'Q... •Q2~() -=_ ._ ..t9~.. _.Mn st.cLl99A.._ _
A6 Circuit Board_ - 1.0 0630 - . _.....06.30.... __ ~t.h ~. ._.__ ._. _
........ .. ...198h.__ _ _ _.... . ..
r-l-lBoard •.•_---- .- .....
~_Capa~!t~!-_CS_R-----.--.. ..41 1!0 ..•0104
Cs.9.a~!~_i~.:r_~KR...... _'" /...10 1.0 .0008
~Ql..9t?-p~~~torCSR .___.. ~~'~ .. 1.0 .0076
. ~~ Capacitor ~KR {.10 . l..<!.__ •.()<>Q..~._ ....
cr; Capacitor CKR <..10 1.0 .0008
. --_._--_._.. _.•..
C6 Capacltor CSR .6) 1.0 .0225 .i .- .. ._.- -'--"- .




.~9.976 ... ~prague _'." ....
.0008_. ~vo~.... . _ _ _.. _.
.0008 p:e.ro~O)L .._ ....
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l'''U 'MU " ..n
PART- NAME
. SECONDARY DISPLAY
















..7 ~ard (cont'd) ... -.. -'" -_._-- .. .__ ~.-_._ ..... r-------------l
~jJJ~hoke ..~_.. _l~ ..,.,_~Q__• -=-_.__ .04Q6-_ RADC .. _
L4 Choke - 1.0 .0666 - .0666 RADC1-----..... ..... -~._-_.-f__.._-...-.. ·-·-·- ..-1r-=~--------i
L5 Choke - 1.0.0666 - .0666 RADC
......~ .:.:.:;.::.:..::---------.. . ._.. ----..- 1- -_ - .- .--t-------- ---.---
Q1 Transistor NPN Pwr. .25 1.0 .1160 - .1160 Mil Hdbk 217A~:;.;;;-.~~~;.;:.::.....;.;;.;:.~; ........---- ~ .,--.. .. ..._..__ ---- _.. -_._-_....
.9~:r.ransi8tor PNP _ _ :.J~! ...1: -..Q._ ..•1)!0_. . ~_ .. __ .....!!.J~.9__ Fa1rchild __-..:-_~
Q3 Transistor NPN ~'24 1.0 .0505 - .0505.;.....-~Fa==1:.:.rc=h:.:.:1.:.::1::.d -i
04 Transistor NPN Pwr. -"..?.5_ J..!..<L .. _~01~_ ..._-=-... _'.Q~.92.. Mil Hdbk 217A
Or) Transistor NPN Pwr. . • 2c; 1.0 .1160 --=- __ .1160 Mil Hdbk 217A
Q6 Transistor NPN '.10- 1.0 .0185 -.__ .0185 _.. F:....:a=-=i;=-rc.:..;:h.:..;:i~l.::..d .....,
Q7 Not Used ._•. ':"._.. - =. ... .._:"...... ..:.. .... _._.::. .... .. ...
Q8 Transistor NPN ~lO- - 1.0 .0185 - .0185 Fairchild..-.,;~ .~~"";";"';~';;"';;"-_..- __ _-- ..- .. - _---_ _-_.._-_ .
Q9 Not used - - - - - --~;..;;;....----_ _ _.-_.. --_ _-_ - __. -._----- ..
l.-Q!Q_.'f~ansistor NPN ._____ .:.jQ.. ~.~O ....:.~_1.8!_.. - .. .0185 _ :fa!~h1~<!._.. _ _ .
R1 Resistor RNR __- ..•19. J..•.2.__ !9249_.. I-- .._.~•• _.O~tJ~L .~1}'--S!;~_l.9-2A.__ __ .
R2 Res istor RNR ~ .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mi.l Std 1991
. _.. - _._-- -_ .. - ..- .
-~-::~:::; :: ---- ... ~:{~-'i-~~' -~~~:~--_. :.. _. :~~:~_ .. ;~{..~~{::;._---.. .. 1
----------.--- .. ----.' --.--.-.-.-.--- ......- - ..- ----_..- 1
R5 Resistor RNR ~ .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MilStd 1991~- ----------_.. ~.__.- ..~-_ .. _•._--. .. - - _.._- _-_ - -
~~~sistor RNR __ •.._•._ L.10.. J..!~ .. .!.q?~9. ... _.~ .026Q _ lfg...~td 1991 ...
~} Resistor RNR .._ L.JQ _ .1.9._ !9.?6Q _ __ ..~_...._02.Q9 .._ MU•.J1tLcL.l9.9A. __ ._.._ ._
RB Resistor RNR .._ S!Q._ ....\.t!L .0260 ~_.... .._Qa~ .lUl~t..cLJ.2.2L_.__. .__
R9 Resist.or RNR L.l0 _'1:.~Q.. ,.02§Q ... _. - .026.0. __ ~1l S1;cL199A. .. _...
.... Rl.OJu~ .... ..17 1.0 .•0282 .- .0282 ..~~ Std 199A ..
Rll Resistor RNR .45 1.0 .0355 - .0355 Mil St.d 199A1'7::::.----.... --" ...- -- .. -.. . --
l R12 Resistor RNR .13 1.0 .0271 - .0271 Mil Std 199A-
~ ln~..·~.~1st~;.-~R ..=~~.~.... .(..10_ 1.0 .026? .... ':.. .O~O M~l Std !9?A.. _.
R14 Resistor RHR 4.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
R15 Resistor RNR ------. .40' 1.0--:0350·..·· .. - .0350'- ill St.d··199A . ---
.. ._._-_. ----- ..• -... --. .. .... ,..... .._- --- ....
R16 Resistor RNR <...10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199Ar ._- ------ --_..- ..-... ..' ..























~.__ ._.... ~._-_.- ...
----
., ..... -....-, ........-.....
-.__._.__ ... •.
~t!_Res iator RHR L.10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 1991
- r.-- ...---- -_•...:.~ ._--~ ... __ .-. -., ..- ...__. --_.
~_~_~istor RNR .10 1:,.0 .0260
.-=-.,;... --- ... .!...QR~O Mil Std 1991
R20 Resistor RCB .... ~.k ,J•.Q.- ~b106 _ ...-=- ......... .bl06 Mil Std !29.!._____.__
----
--~_.-
R21 Resistor RNR ~ ..•A.4 1.~ ...!02I~_.. - ._.!9272. Mil Std 199A.__..... -
.. BZZ._Res is tor RNR
-
':...1.0 1....Q_ _..&26L- _.._~_._ ..- -LQ2P.9.- IMilStd 1991
'R23 Resistor RWR L .10 1.0 .0009
-
.0009 Mil Std 1991
'-
--R24 Resistor RNR 1....10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil std 1991
..- ------ ..._-----.
.. _._--_ ..- _._.._.. _..
R25 Resistor RNR t.. .10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A
.-~.
R26 Resistor RCR .24 1.0 .0106
-
•0'106 Mil Std 1991~- _. .__ . t-.
R27 Resistor RNR •14 1.0 .0272
-




-_. ... _,....... .-.. .- --~._, ...• _. 4_'____,'_" • ~ ~._. --- .
-'-
R2B Resistor RNR .10 1.0 .0260
-
•0260 Mil Std 199A
.._.
.- ."-"-'.' ..
."-- .- .. ----- _..._--- ._-_•....
-
R29 Resistor RNR '- .10 J .._O_ -~Qg,~- .. - _•.Qg§o__ Mil Std 199A.
-
.........-. ... _.'~ .._.- _._-~ . _..
R30 ~8istor RWR .__ ......_.• ~ .J.9~ ~.• O _ .•.9Q02__. f---~' .. .0009 ._. _~U!_~~_~2.~. ..




. R3?-~sistor ReR .13 1.0 .0008
-






RJ3 Resistor HeR .....]..~_. J.!-9... .0008 - •0008 ~t1_~~d:_199A __._ ..'"
-".'.'"--''' ..
_._ ... - ... --_. ~._ ..._-
.. i~~ Resistor RNR 4. .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std l:~!__ I.-._-- .- -_... r- ---------_. .... __.. - .- -........ _._. . ... ._- . ;
Tl Transformer
-




--_.......... ...... - .._----..._-_.-
- .. -
U1 Int, Circuit







_.. -- .... ...._- -~- '" .- _. _.-....- ... - ...... ....- .... -
-------- -"'_..- '--'-"-VRl Diode zener £. .10 1.0
.!].271._








.. - ,..... ---- .--.- .- .... .. .....
l-Y.IU...JilQde z~.t..____.._ .... , .. l. •.lO 1.0 .•127.3
-
.1273 .. Jt~Clc80l.l
vR4 Diode zener .30 1.0 .2277
-
.2277 Dickson1""7"-----' •.--"- .. ------- - - ... . ..
L..~5-I?i:.~e_ ~~~t: ....... _ ... .30 1.0 .2277 - .2277 Dickson
~~.-9.~rcuit_Boaz:d_____ ..
-
1.0 •0639.. .. •0610 9th S;ymp08_1~
.. ... .. .








A113 f~i~ Board - 1.0 .06~0 - .• 0630 ~th ~~s~~. -~'.'-'-'"




.06)2 9th J?YMP.Qs 1um





II M ..n .
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FOUR DIGIT DISPLAY
RELIABILITY ENGINEERING









f LA8./EA. fLA8./TOT fLAI.lTOT.
__.J?~6 _-=__ .... t-!.!li.6.. ~rom page 32Al Board 1 1.0._----_._.._- .,. '"''
~.._._._----------- r-" -' ....... - .....•.._ ....-. r- .__._ .•.
~J!~.~rd ..!_._ 1....2...._.. :-~2_6~. ~_ .._... _.
...... -_._ .._-_.._------
• 6066 From page 32
...... ---- _ - -.. - ..-.t-------- --------
------------_..
A3 Board 1 1.0 .7374 .. ...... 7_3_7!_+=-F.=.r,;;:,o;;.;;;m'-p.,.;:..=a=..;;;:Q1e_3-:;..;;4 --t
..... _ ..,.-.------- - _ - .----- .. - _._. - --.-------.-+--------------i
~A.;;.4;;....;B;...;o;...;a;,;,;;r;..d---------r_.1_.-~Q.-~~J52 .8352 IFrom n~CTf~ 14
~-----~------t-_..... - _.._." .---"-r-"-'-'"''
......:.:A;:;,.5-:B:;.::o:.=a:.:,r.;;.d -t-_.1=-"1'l.....1,JL. 1. 4118
- ...._......-+------------1
1 4118 From page 35
A6 Board not used
~-"-------------_..
-t-----.~---------.-
...... _ _ _-----
....._.._......_-_.._.__ ... -
_ •• --_ 1-.• _ -
1A7 Board
OSl Indicator LEO 1 L O~.• 1.!.3...1. ~ ._,:"_. .. ... L 7.43.4 J:<~~,t.{Qj:t Se£ondCiIT '.'
-.-----t---+----+-------..-....
DS2 Indicator LEO 1_.. __. t~..Q.. I-t·..~91~ 1.13-'11.6. IKearfO.tt Secondary_ 1
.PS3 Indicator LED.l:__ .;:O ._..!~2.4_3_4_. _' __"_" .!..?~.34 Kearfot~_~te20!1dary_i
O~4 Indicator LEO 1 1.0 1.8016 - 1.8016 ~earfott Secondary
1--.)..... .----- f--" ---- .. 1----· .... ·•···· .... ....... - - -- .....-
~_._---------- ...... _... ." .--"-"" . - ...-.......
FL1 Filter RFI
. -" r-"-"··· . ..-
.0681 Aerovox









1 dL. .0162 .0162 Mil Hdbk 217 A
15.6240
MTBF : 64,004 his.





~..!.-C~I!.~~.~~r..l8 pin•._.. __ .. 1
~ _... ........_--.._-_.__.._- -- .. . .
I1.0. .•__ •• ,.. __ •__ .._. ._....... _. _ ... ~
.......----------..- .----- r---'-+----- .r-- ..
1 1.0
r

























.."- ._..-- . .. .. ._- - --_.-
_._._.... _._ .._-
.. r--









C2 Capacl::itor eRR .10 1.0 .0008 - .Q008 Aerovoxfo-----.... .. ~ .. --_.- '--.._--- _.
-- -'----
R1 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260
- .0260 Mil Std 199A
-





















----'--'-- ._--._-- -" -- _.._-_.-
U3_Int. Circuit
- 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott•._ .•.-~._.- ~._---
-U4 Int. Circuit
- 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
.00.",- - .. ---, . .--._- --_.__ .
-
-. ____0"_-




















- 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott1----- ~. ~. .-._~.- - ., .. ~.~- - .. --~ . -- ." -. ___ ••__ • ______ •• _____ 0 _____ ••_
-Al Circuit Board





----._- - .. t---_.- -_.- .. _.. --_..-. --- ._.- ._--_ .
--
.._- .. _.
.... . . -.--- .. -.-.
.__ .
--- .._.. '.' .7786._ .. . ..... _..... -_. __ ._. _.




.. .... _._ .. - .. ~ .. -.._.
- . ._- ...
_.
-.. --- --". .- _._----
. Cl_~apaci~o~__~KR_______ .10 LO .0008 - •..o.Q.Q.JL_ IAeroyox_..- ~_.. ~.__ .. .., ..
---
----C2 Capacitor CKR










Ul Int Circuit 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott I_0_____-- •
... _:- - ~---- ------- --_ .. - -.. '- _._------ .-._--- .. -'-
...-Y.2 Int. Circuit - I .. Q. . _•.O~H)O - .086_0 ~~~~.fott._- .... - _.. ...
-
U3 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - •. 98..~0 ~~~rf.9J:.~---- "." ._- . . .... _." ... .. - _. __ .- .. . - .
'oO - ... _---
_.
U4 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott._.
.-..... -_. -- ..•._-- ~---_.f-.---- _. . ... _--_.- .... 1-------.--._. _._... _. -










U6 not used - - - - - -
.....:-----_._--------- - oO .. .. .-.
U7 Not used - - - - -
-~._-_._._--_._----_._.- ..
L~8 _~!!!:.. _f~E~~~~. ___ - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
~A2 Circuit Board - 1.0 .0630 - .0630 9th SEposium
-_ ..- ..---_..----_ .._. -_ .. ... . . ..
'-' ._-- -- -.....
......_-- I --_.._.._--- .. -. - ... ..
.6066 _




. U1 Int • Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - ·.·0860 Kearfott








.....w ...." " I.~.














• O,~~5 .. Sprague
.0008 Aerovox




~ . io" 1.0
........-
~7-·----·-..-.._..·.. ---- ..--- ..-... - .....
A4
~ Cl··-~~p.·~~}·~~~~C~R ~~~.. ..
C2 Capacitor CKR
I--------------+---~--I-----+----+-----+------------I
U3 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0~60 Kearfott
._.-._.. .. . _- - --_ ~ - .- _._--------~
C1 Capacitor CKR .15 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
1-._- ~-------_.- -- _ - _._.- -. --._..- .- . -_.- ---.----•.-----.
~E_~p'~citor CKR _ .._._1~~~:~~__._O_O_O~._t_ .._:-.- _. _.._~_~..Q_8~_A__e_r_o_v_o_x ~
C3 Capacitor CKR .12' 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
- .". ~ ...... - -~ ...._.- ----_.--~. ....- .. -- _... -. -- ".--- ..._--
C4 Capacitor CKR <.10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
-_ ..- -.-..---- ..._._.-..-------+-----.--------1
...<:~~apaci tor CKR . <"~_l:.~l..• 0 _.~00_8...-:..::'__ ...~~9_0!!._..~_A~e....;,r...;.o_v...;.o.;..x_. .....j
C6 Capacitor CKR (.10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
I----~--------.........--.-~--_1~._--+---_+_---+_--------___f
C7 Capacitor CKR <.10 1.0 .g008 - .oooe Aerovox1-----=----------+----.- --..-... -"'-'- --'---' - -..---- .,----.;..----------1
Rl Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A
......-----------+--
R2 Resistor RNR ·10 L 0 .0260 -__ .0260 MIL STD 199A
R3 Resisto~ RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A1------------- .. -" -'--' ......._....--- .- ..- -_ ...__._.. -_ .... -...----~----1
R4 Resistor EN. <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A,-----_._-_.... -..... ...... --- ...... ..... -- ......._--_......_-_._._.- -
RS Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A~~-- - _.. ,. -- - .., .. _- --_. --~.._ - _ - - ' •.- _._----~6 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A'
1---.. - ...- .. ....... - '" ...... .. ..... ..-_. ~ ,- .. '" .... .... -- ... ----_.. .,,-- --. __ -_ .....
D"7 Resistor RNR . <'.~9. ~.-2. •.9.~.~Q _."=. ...• 0260 ~.!~ _~~.? 199A _
R8 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A
... _.-----_._.__._-- -_.~,.., ---~._.._- ... . _.
R9 :Reais.tor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A .
RIO R.~or RNR .. ~ 2(j' m. () ,0260 - -- .02-60-- MIL-ST'0199A"-'-'" 1
-_. .. .--." .. _._... ---_..._-_. .. .._~ ..... - - ...-. --- .. .. -..... . .-;
R11 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 MIL STD 199A~-------;.;:.;..~-----------:--f---- ~--_ ..----_ ..... - .. ... ".. ".- _._- --..--..-..-
LI Choke - 1.0 .0666 - .0666 RADC~ -_.- _.. _. ..,- -- _.--... .... -_. .... _.''''.--'... '' .- ... ..-
01 Transistor NPN . __ < .JO.l .. Q... .!..Q~~H._._~.. ...!.9l~~ ... [~irc;:'pi..!Q ..__ _. _
02 Transistor NPN_ ::~_!~!-_.9_~.019! ~_ .. ., Ql-9,! __ Fairchi1d _
03 Transistor NPN <.10 1.0 .0194 - .0194 Fairchild
".'" .. '" ..~.. . .. - _ __.._ - ~_.- .-..- - .__ -


























.. - ..•- ..-... I- ._- .•.. ...
- - - - - -
.• _. - - . --- --- .... - '1-'_--'- ....... _.. - ._...--_ .. - ..-.----- ......_.







R8 not used -J,...;;;.~~----------.- - _.
R9 hcbt nsed - - - -w _... ••. • __• -- -+- .__._......
C6 Capacitor CKR .10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
~_._-----------.-.-..... ". • .... - ._._- ..- .1---._ ....... 1--•••-.--- .. r-.------------i
CR1 Diode <.10 1.0 .0294 - .0294 TRW Elect.
~.__ ._. - _ - _._-_ ..__ -_... . _.._-_ .._-------
01 Transistor Unijunct. C.10 1.0 .0863 - .0863 Mil Hdbk 217A
1----..... .._.. ~. .._-_ f--._- _ .. - -- -t-------.-------i
e2 Transistor NPN <.10 1.0 .0194 - .0194 Fairchild
... ." _ '_0 •• _'" ._... ._ _
03 Transistor NPN <.10 1.0 .0194 - .0194 Fairchild~;..,.-----------~ _.."_ _. -_.. "-". -- -.--.-.-+~:.~~~-.----_i
04 not used
.--._....
OS not used.......,:::.;;...-..:.:.;;;~~;.;;;..;.;;...-.-----+.-- .-+--4-----+-------1I------t--------------1
R1 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 -1-------.---------+-_......- ....._-- --_.__."
R2 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 -
R3 Resistor RNR .10 1.0 .0260 -
.10 1.0 .0260 -
.. - .__ . ··w· ~.. _ .
. 10 1.0 .0260 -
.. - ..... . ..- - ...._. .. - - ..
.10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
..... ... .. " . ,'_·'_0" _ .
<.10 1,. ~L_ .~.O..Qo.a_ - .00.08 AerQYQx._.
..- .._--
<:.10 1.0 .0008 - •. 0008 Aerovocr-,. -..... --_ . .- .
<.~O 1.0 .0294 - .0294 T.RW. Elect.
<.10 1.0 .0294
- .0294 TRW E1ec.
._-
D-87
-:i~' ::~:~o; :: .. - :~.~_. ~ :.~ .. ~.~~~- = -: ~~..:~- ~._~.:: ~::: .--.. i
".'-" .- .--_.- •• ---f--' _._..... _-- - .._............ . .......
U1 Int.· Circuit .. ~.~_ 1.0 .~~.P- 0--.::. __ ~..08.~_~ ~---·: ~tL ._·_·- .·__
U2 Int. Circuit 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
--------_ __._ - - .. ,,- -- _....... . .. - ._-
U3 Int. Circuit ._._. __ - _. __ 1- ~ 0 .._ ..Q.~6.Q...:._. ...J)fJ..§JL _l.<eaJ;".f..Q.t1; __. .. _
U4 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott~-=-~;;;;.;;.~~;;;....;...;;;;.;;;..;,-.--_..- _ .... - .....__.•... ""'--'" ._._--_•. -
US Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott~~--------_._. .. -- _ _. ..._ ..
o-~ Circuit .:B_o_a_rd_... _.. - 1.0 ~6.~0 - •0630!i::h S.ymposium
.83S2r-r-:------ -----.-......
AS Board
~ ..__ ..__ _._ ..__ _ ..
~.Cl g~aci tor .CK~_.._....
:..C2 Capaci tof' CK.R._. ..._
C3 Capaci~or CKR _,"._00
r

















-B.6...z,,~e sis t or RNR
R7 Resistor RNR' ,
~TRIS.'l
~TIO KAPPLI---------..-----4
f f KAPPL )(
LAB./EA. LAB./TOT f LAB./TOT.
SOUROB
_~.8 ~Ii.,j;stor RND .,__._. <.~J.9_ 1.!..Q.... ,.! 9.2§"Q.. _-'-_, .,,' 0~60_ .~4.1._,§..~d J~9A .......
R9 Resistor_ RNR ._. ~.' !9.1. 0 ._~ Q.~~Q. ..::_..,._ .()~.~.(L. ,_~~!..J~.!:d 199A ,._.. ,_
. R!.Q....~esist9...f_~R_ < .10 L 0 .0260 .-=-. .._.... 0260 Mil Std 199A .. _.
_.Rll Resistor RNR .__ ._ ~.-!:~_ 1. 0 ~,.~_~~~Q. -,._, .'.O~_~~ ...~_i_!. _~_td 1~9A 1
~? Resistor RNR ~ •..!.Q J.!2-_f--.!..Q..260.... =_... ,..~_.0~.§.0 Mil St4._J.J:~A_.~- ";
R13 Resistor ,1!NR < .10 1. 0 ~;Q260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A , I
-----. ---- ._.... - ...... , 1---'-' ..... .." " .. , - ._. ------ ...... :-
R14 Resistor RNR < .10 1.0 .0260 - .. 0260 Mil Std 199A1----_. • ..,-, _.. , -._ ,,_ .. _....... ". -.' - _..-..... -
R15 Resi8~pr RNR <.10~1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A.
-_ - "', .. " .,,-, ~ '"'.'-''' _..-. _.__ _ _.._- _._.,-,
R16 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
..- "'--"'- .._-- -----.f---- ..... ,.....---.-., ---.------------ '-'-
R17 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
_._--_. ......" , ,-, .--- ", , ..- .. _..' -"
~~18 Resis~~ .. _RN.!__ ._ ... ,.. < .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 ttil ~td 199A
R19 Resistor RNR ~.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
-,.---_....._.... _._,-- --'" ,....
l~2_0 Re~:i::'!~!'__~~_ ~ .10 1.O. 0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
R2l Resistor RNR k.lO 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
; R22···R~~~'rRNIt--· ~ • io' 1. 0 .0260 ,. :'" . 0260' i-i"il St~i-i99A
"""- I ---.-••-.,-. _._- ......,._".•• '. .._, _.__.• - ,.,-,. , •.
: R23 Resistor RNR k .10 1. 0 .0260 - .0260 Mil St;dl 199A
. -_. -----_.... ..._.. -- ._-






FOUR DIGIT DISPLAY \f-*SINGER RELIABILITY ENIINEERINS e••A....,.,. O.V•••• III .• IRELIABILITY PREDICTION ; ........" '""''' . . ' .
...........IIM .............. . ~ .. ..
unu,...u -....., @ 8Soc . ~_....-
ST~ FAILURE RATE
PART NAME RATIO KAPPL SOURCE
f LAB./EA. fLAB./TOT
KAPPL )(
AS Board (Contl'd) _..- flAB./TOT.
Ul Int. Circuit
-
l.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
. -
---
... .. . . . ...
--_.- "- ro'-'-"-'" 1--"-"- '.
U2 Int. Circuit ~ l.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott
~._--- .-~ .. - . ......._- ,_.__._-- ._._..._. ._,. __._ .
.__.
U3 Int. Circutt - 1.0 .0860 - .0860 Kearfott1----.__.......
-~_. .._-_.~. --_..- ..-....
U4 Int. Circuit - l..o .0860 - .0860 Kearf~tt__________
._..- _... .,--- _._--_.....•- ---......_-_ ..
-_...._._._ ...
US Int. Circuit - l.0 .0860 - ,,,._Q860 Kearfott.., ......•__ .__._.-
"-"-'--"









A6 Board not used - - - - - -1--- .__..... - --- .. ..--_... .. --_._--~-_._ ...-.- _...._...•....
-. ..-
_.
A7 Board :~- ._- -- .... ....




- •.. ..... _•.... .. '......... .- ..
C2 Capacitor CKR <.10 l.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox~- ..... ._.. -..... ,-, .. A. . . __ •. '- ..... .. .. . ... a•. _..____-._ ... _ .. __ •__a__... _
.53 ~apacitor CSR I<-~ 45· 1.0 .0076 - .0076 Sprague....•... ~.- -~ --_ ...
--
t-.._ _.• ..-. -_. _._-_..... __.. ._. ._- .. -_.
C4 Capacitor CKR < .10 1.0 .0008 .0008 Aerovox1---_.. --_........_-- •.... - ..... _..... . -
---
t-..... - .•. .. ..
-
_....._. . -..__.._. _.
.'. - .. -
C5 Capacitor C1(R < .10 1.0 .gaQ8 - .0008 AeroVQlJl
..._.
--_. ... .. .-.. ._.-
_.._....__ .
........._.. .. ----... - _...
.•~.. -.__ ._J.:.___•
'.'--'--
C6 Capacit~E_C:.SR .63 l~~










- _. -- - .- 1--"-' ..- . .-
-1







-,C9 Capacitor CSR '~b3 l.0 .0258 - .025'8 Sprague
-
.- r--'---'''-
CIO Capacitor CKR <.10 1.0 .0008
-
.0008 Aerovox
~--_._. -_....- .. . ...._- ---_.......... .. _.- .- .....__ .
--Cll Capacitoir CKR <.'10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
1--.--.... .__.- ,-- "'---' ·a_.·_ • __
C12 Capacitor CKR <.10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
. --.... ......_.- ._-_..-- -_.........- _.~.-.~. --_._._--. ..
---C13 Capacitor CKR <.10 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Aerovox
---,'





C14 Capacitor CSR .24 l.0
.0031 - ~'OO31 Sprague
.. _...
--




C15 Capacitor CSR .24 1.0 .0031 - .0031 Sprague
-'- -_.- --_. --







C17 Capacitor CSR .60 l.0 .0224 - .0224 Sprague
.-f-:'~




.0277CR2 1.0__ :~itr=~······~~~ .~~~-~!~-~~-~._.-ICR3 . . .. w.__ .• _. __ .. ..Diode <.10 l.0 .0294 '2RW Elect... .... --"~-" .-- _. ...-- ._.......... ..... •___·_a..___ ._•..:.--._ ..J(C~4 Diode <.10 l.0 .0294 -TRW Elect
..
-







........ • 11 .
....._ ...M '.".



















FL2 Filter1-------------- .-... -_.
FL3 Filter



























A7 Board (Cont'd) ,....__.....
.. .~
tf#' ______
-=1r--::- .....--...--.--...- ........---...---.-- - -' -'. •......_.. _. .~ .. ' .. .,.-_. ." .. . .. .Rl Resistor RNR .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil std 199A._. ... ..... _.~ _ .. _- ~_.. -_..__ . 1--_. ...... - • 0" ._•• _~__ •• __ • . __ .__ .R2 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A. _-"- ..__ . ._..._. .. ._. .-.- ..R3 Resistor RNR .10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
-
.- .- ._....-
.. ~ ..__ ..
.,._-_..---_. -f--.--- . .. -.... ._- ~--_.-._----- ..- 1R4 Resistor RNR <.10 1.() .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
.._--
.-_..... r- ---- r--"---" ._-_ ... -- --"."--" ." ----- - _... ,R5 Resi!?tor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A





R6 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
~. ._ .... _._ ... _.. . ....__... "--' _.....- .. ... . _.-- - - ._-..-..... .- -
R7;'Resistor RNR . <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
-- --". -_. _. -... - . .,,- .._- .-.- _. '---'-'
... ~
'--'"
_..._... -- ---_._. _...•-- ..._---_ ..-
R8 Resistor RNR <,10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
.- "'---'-~---- ~_..... . ._..._-_.. -.. ~---------_.._.-R9 Resistor RNR <.10 l.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A
~.,.,.. -~_.
- ..
.02-82··' Std- .. .. .--R10 Resistor RNR . 17 i-. O· .·Dia2 - Mil t!f9A
.....-----_.-..__ :..-_............. .. ...
R11 Resistor RNR .45 1.0 .0355 - .0355 Mil Std 199A
~_ •__ .__••' _______ 0.__.........
. ..
l R13. Resistor RNR .13 1.0 .0271 - .0271 Mil Std 199A.-.._._, - ....._.~_._ ... -.............. ,.
~ R13. ~~sist:~~_.~~___... <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
..." ...... ..- ' . ... .._. .. ."._---_.. ..
: R14 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A
j --- .._-- .. - - .... .- .. , ._-_....... r.-----....... .. _. _._---.-
R15 Resistor RNR .40 1.0 .0350 - •03S~ Mil Std 199A
~ ---_.. .... -...•. _.... .. '" - ............._.. . ~..
R16 Resistor RNR <.10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A i1f'17- .ResTs tor ·RNR- ..• .. .•.. <.10 1.0 .0260 - .0260 Mil Std 199A._- -_.._-_.. ... , ._.... ~.. _. ~_..~ ....- ...
--'--- ...
R18 Resistor RNR (.10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil std 199A
~i19---Resistor RNR .. .... -..- .. ....._- -----". ..
_._._ ..
..... - . ---.
.10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A1---._-,,,-,.
:24. '-1------ '_'" "-' --_.-R20 Resistor RCR 1.0 .0106· - • n06 Mil Std 199A_.
--... ----
---_... t-..... --- 0 ....... f----_.__..
--------R21 Resistor RNR .14 ~.O .0272 - .0272 Mil Std 199A
......_- ..--.... .. ---_. _..... ....._.-
R22 Resistor RNR <.10 ~.O .0260
- .,zmJio Mil Std 199A
....._...
......- -~O-OO~· ......_-_....- _.._---~ ... ...R23 Resistol; RWR <.10 ~.O
.0009 Mil Std 199A
R24 Resistor RNR <.10 p,.0 .0260
-










R26 Resistor RCR .24 1.0 .0106
-
.Oi06 Mil ~b:i lq9A..
--
R27 Resistor RNR .14 1.0 .0272 - .0272
_Mil_.~~..Q._199A..........
--
1-----.. _. ~-_._._-- ...__. --_ ..
R28 Resistor R1IIR .10 1.0 .0260
- .0260 Mil Std 199A'.._.
-.-- --._- -_ ......-
___•. ~. _.o,i,_
~,;: c.!:,· ....! ......_ ..-lo-. ~,....._""---......---..-
--. -R29 Resistor ~R <.10 1.0 .0260
-
.0260 Mil Std 199A. _...... .. _. -r-"-- t--._._- ~._-- --- ----.--- - -.... _......_-R30 Resistor RWR <.10 1.0 .0009 , ...























.... -, ..... '. '"
....... -..~_...... , . ....• -~. --, . -'. ....."
A7 Board (Cont'd) \
..~ .-" ., _.' ~•.. ·c................ •·__-,--~ ......,..".~_..--
.- .-
-..... ... ",
R31 Resistor RNR .12 1.0 .0260 ~-=-.:_...... .0260 Mil Std 199A
.--.-
--
~_...._- J-- •._.- ..- -_.._-- ....- .. __._.
...__.__ .





R33 Resistor RCR .1) 1.0 .0008 - .0008 Mil Std 199A
._--- --:-._-- _._-..... >---•.__.•~_.-.- . ... -_.- --_._.- _. .-
R34 Resistolr::RNR <10 LO .0260
-







._... __.-.-.- .._-_._ .......
Tl Transformer - LO .0666 - .0666 ...RADC•..
----_ .
.-....- ....•.- _._-
U1 Int. Circuit - 1.0 .0860 - .086.Q. J~~~J;.t9tt._._ .... .--_._- .._.......__.... ..... .. .. . . -' . . ._... ....
-
U2 Int. Circmit - LO .0860 - .d)~.§"Q._ ~earfot;t .___._.....-. .__.. - f-..•
-"- .-'"
.. ... .'" ~
-... __....
... - _._._--- .-
VRl Diode zener .10 w-- .1273 - .1273 Dickson_......~ ._. ...__ ..._..• _. ---VR2 Diode zener ~.10 ~L~_. •1273 - .1273 ..P.;'cKs~::m..__.
.-





VR3 Siode zener ~.10 :t. 0 .1273 - .127~ ..Pi.eke-on~---_...... _... ... - ., ...
VR4 Diode zener .30 1 ~ 0. ... .2277 - .2277 Dickson1"7:':":----... --- .. --- ...
VRS Diode zener .30 1.0 .2277
- .2277 Dickson
,"-..._-- -_._..__......•._.....
9th SymposiumA7Al Circuit Board - 1.0 .0630 - .0630











.. _.- ~-:---- .. - .._._._ .
A7A3 Circuit Board





- LO .0630 - .0630 9th S~osium
..
,~.O~S1
-
-
f--- ._.
-
.._._. -_.......
,
[I
..- ._---~.
.
-
TOO" ....
D-92 "
